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ENTERTAIN AT PARTY
"KING OF TIMBUCTOO- BIG CONVENTION HELD
A BIG SUCCESS
BY THE DEMOCATS
Sam Gass entertained a large
A very enthusiastic and well at- number of friends at the Gass home
by "N"
tended convention .was held by the two miles east of town Tuesday ev Written for the Liberal
Democrats of Grant County in the ening at a delightful dancing party, I The prophecy of the Western
Elks Opera House at Silver City after which delicious refreshments Liberal of May 4, a 'Roaring MuSunday afternoon. In the conven-ventiowere served. There were about sical farce," was fulfilled in the
President Wilson was giv- eighteen guests present and all had most successful manner imagina
en highest praise, Governor
a most enjoyable time. Late Vlc-tro- ble..
endorsed, A. A. Jones famusic was played for the
the
i. crowded house awaited
vored for candidate for U. S. Sen- dancers and a number of excellent rising of the curtain on the "main
ator from New Mexico and Hon. musical selections rendered for the street of Timbuctoo and with
W. B. Walton approved for the guests. Mr. and Mrs. Gass and microscopes ready, the plot was
nomination for congressman.
Mrs. Tyra were in the receiving soon discovered, viz: "The search
Sixteen delegates were elected to line and aided Sam in affording for a happy woman," and if none
n,

ld

la

the guests a very pleasant

attend the state convention, at
on May 24, at which
time six delegates and six alternates will be chosen to go to the
Democratic national convention at
St. Louis in June.
Lordsburg was represented by
H. J. McGrath, Howard Boyd and
H. W. Brown. Walnut Wells was
represented by M. L. Massey. Mr.
Massey and Mr Boyd were both
elected delegates to the Albuquerque convention.

DOES BIG BUSINESS
AT STEEPLEROCK

J.

C.

Ballagh, general manager

of the Southwestern Wrecking Co.,
of El Pasó, Texas, was here Tuesday en route to Steeplerock, N. M.,
where his company is erecting a 60
ton mill for the Carlisle Mines
Company, and is placing much new

machinery with practically every
operator in the district. Mr. Ballagh has his constucting engineer,
R. E. Croos, at the new mill. The
plant is equipped with Blake crushers, Jigs and Wilfley tables. From
the results obtained at this plant
the flow of the larger mill, to be
erected later, will be determined.
H. W. Evans, manager of the Mt.
Royal Mining & Milling Company,
opeating the Spence property, has
purchased a new hoist from the
Southwestern Wrecking Company.
The Carlisle people have also
bought a 60 h. p. generator and
pumps which are being installed at
the mines.

TOWER PLANT
ORDERS NEW ENGINE
The Lordsburg Power Company
this week placed an order for an-

other big Bessemer
engine which will make a second
unit to the plant. The engine
will be a duplicate of the one now
in use and which is the latest type
of oil burning engine manufactured by the Bessemer people. The
Lordsburg Power Company will
now be able to care for all emer
gencies, and give the town even
better service than is now being afforded, and which is up to par.
A new concrete floor is being .WELL KNOWN SILVER
laid at the plant and a fine big
CITIAN IS DEAD
storage room erected.
Charles C. Given, secretary to
o
the medical staff of the New
Cottage Sanatorium, and well
SKULL FRACTURED
writer, died in Silver City
J. 0. Miller, of Yuma, Ariz., a .known
.Sunday afternoon after a lingernew brakeman on the S. P., fell ing illness.
from a caboose in front of the , Mr. Given had been a resident
local depot Monday evening, susSilver City for eight years, comtaining a skull fracture. He was of
ing theref or the benefit of his
by
treated Dr. Montenyohl and was health. He was a public spirited
taken to the S. P. hospital at Tucson by Howard Boyd on No. 9. Ac- man, having the interests of the
cording to eye witnesses, Miller en- community at heart. Through his
deavored to leave the caboose at efforts Grant county received much
the depot while the train was in valuable publicity. Mr. Given was
motion, stumbling and falling on a leader in the progressive party in
the platform. Miller was a former New Mexico. He will be greatly
employe of the reclamation service missed throughout the state as well
at Yuma.
as in Grant county.
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Our many years
of Satisfactory
Service is the

Our many depart
ments Will Solve

Your

Guarantee

Buying Problem

Miss Garrett's two solos beevent will be a four act drama, "Un
tween acts were of her usual BIG BILL AT STAR cle Rube," by local talent.
high quality and were more than
Mr. H. E. Dupuy is completing
appreciated by the audience.
Lordsburg Harmony Club and Miss a well lor Mr. relix Uauthier.
Alvin üunagan has finished a
Garrett Will Give a MusicMiss Marie Marshall's rendition
neat four room cottage on the XT
al Program
of "When I. Was A Dreamer"
ranch.
and "I Love You" captivated the
At the request of many of the
crowd.
Miss Marshall has an people of Lordsburg, Miss ElizaREDROCK
excellent voice and is always sure beth Garrett, New Mexico's most
of a hearty reception before a talented musician, assisted by the
So
as known the heavy frosts
local audience.
Lordsbug allrmony Club, will give on thefarnights of the 13th and 14th
farewell concert of music and resulted onlv in damage to young
Miss Veatih and John Crowell dances
interspersed with two reels
made a big hit with Miss Gar- of moving pictures and a set of ex- garden stuff.
The spring round up is now in
composition
Days."
"School
rett's
cellent pictures of Lordsburg ba progress, the steer shipment being
were found, the result was the los- Matt Mansfield did remarkably bies
and younger children.
scheduled for June 1.
ing of the throne and the behead well in his solo parts. Sam Gass
will be Miss Garrett's last
This
A very enjoyable play party in
ing of the king the part so ably was enthusiastically received in
in this city for some honor of Mr. and Miss Copcland,
taken by our well known amateur his solo "Tonight Will Never performance
time to come, as she will leave Sat- land, visitors from Cactus Flat,
actor, Samnue Gass.
Come Again."
urday to present her latest song, was given at the home cf Cal Ford
The king was very well attended
'Cloudcroft, in El Paso, and from Saturday night.
by Ginger, Lord High Chamberthere she plans to make a trip to
At a recent meeting of the school
maid to his majesty. When we tell
the east.
a majority vote dismiss;
directors,
HIGH
PLANS
FOR
you said Ginger was played by Matt
Friday
evening
Miss Garrett will ed school for the remaining two
Mansfield, we can almost say nuii
sing a number of selections in weeks, because of rumors of war.
said," for it would have taken an
ARRIVE
SCHOOL
Spanish, among which will be "La
The teacher, Mrs. Oliver, left
Al professional to beat him.
Paloma." "'I Hear You Calling Me," for her home in Silver City Friday
will be another one of her popular evening.
Prof. Conic Sections, of the Yale
Tohn Crowell, and his Architect Shows Fine Plans. Big renditions.
faculty,
School Term Planned for
wife, Rita Conic Sections, a decid
The Harmony Club will repeat
edly new woman, played by Miss
the choruses sung in "The King ol REQUEST OF
ANIMAS FARMERS
Elizabeth Reynolds, were a comThe plans for the new Lorda- - Timbuctoo" and the various boIof
plete success
burg High School were presented and duets will be given. The girls
The local United States commisgive thei Spanish dance and sioner
Piper Heidseick, Mr. Dick the local board of education Sat .will Suffragette
has made a request of the
Song.
the
O.
by
urday
Architect J.
Michaud
Young, the genial inn keeper, was
"armers
and ranchers of the AñiThe entire program will be oni nas Valley, Valley View precinct,
perfectly at home both as a land ,of Deming. The board was well
will
of merit, and there will be many to submit any data they may have
lord and a good natured Irishman. pleased with the work and
with the erection of the build treats in store for those who at in the success of growing crops in
Mr. Tom Lister showed his abil- ing, calling
for bids at an early tend. The prices will be 15c and the valley, the kinds planted, etc.,
ity as a showman in the character date.
25c.
which will be embodied in a genof William Slick. In this he was
Only half the amount needed to
eral petition to be submitted to the
assisted by Miss Lucille Veatch,
who assumed the part of Stella complete the building will be spent RETURN FROM CALIFORNIA geneal land office in an effort to
Foxey, his wife. Her knack of this year. The following year the
Mr and Mrs. A. J. Interrieder secure a 320 acre homestead desigschool will be completed.
mind reading was wonderful.
Sunday afternoon from nation in the valley.
returned
Data on soil condition, water, alMiss Willie Shephard has been Los Angeles and San Gabriel, Cal.,
Mr. Faris E ush. as General
proved that he could take jlected to the faculty of the school where they have been for the bene kali, soda, rainfall, depth to wacommand of an army most any for next year and Miss Celeste fit of the latters' health.
The ter, etc., will be acceptable.
time, as his soldiers were well James will teach at the 85 mine Liberal is glad to report that Mr.
Both are graduates of the Interrieden returned home much
ASA O. GARLAND DEAD
trained and obeyed orders without school. City
Silver
Normal school with nproved, looking better, and tag
As
slightest
Charlie
hesitation.
the
Word
here Tuesday
Chaplin, Mr. Bush was a scream high honors, and are very capable ging around
many additional that AsawasO.received
well known
Garland,
pedagogues.
pounds of fat. The Interriedens' resident of Rodeo, N. M., had
from start to finish.
died
meet
patron's
At
the
association
many
to
glad
friends
were
here
The heir to the throne, Prince
in an El Paso hospital after a linThursday
the
fol
last
ing
evening
welcome
home.
them
De Kaciak, Mr. Cross, decided he
gering illness. Interment was made
could both occupy the throne and fjwing prizes were awarded.
in the Evergreen cemetery.
For Gardens
find the happy woman, bo very
Mr. Garland was the best boostCORRESPONDENCE
successful was he that he was Grant Wordard, 1st prize
er Rodeo and the surrounding soun-tr- y
$5.00
crowned King, and found the hap
has ever had and he will be
2.00
py woman, Marie Fleurdelis, an Clara Krauter, 2d prize
greatly missed by the people of that
ANIMAS STATION
2.00
American heiress, who was in real Kelpie Arnold, 3d prize
community and others.
He came
ity, Miss Marie Marshall In their Marvin Fuller, 3d prize
2.00
P. Ewing of China Pond, made a to Rodeo several years ago for the
usually pleasing manner they
business trip to El Paso last week. benefit of his health and resided
For Clean Yards
played their parts very successful
Frank Burns, of Douglas, is vis with a brother at Rodeo station.
ly. Had a real Princess been trans Clay Fuller, 1st prize
3.00 iting his father, R. S. Burns, for a At times he revived, but recently
ported from the king's palace in Taurice Trimble, 2d prize
2.00 few days.
he was taken very ill, never recovdarkest Africa, she would not have Milton Robson, 3d prize
G. W. Maloney accompanied Mr. ering.
1.00
been appreciated more than was
Asa O. Garland was United
and Mrs. Holmes Maddox to Lords
For Hand Made Night Gown
Mrs. Frances Sellick, ai Princess
States commissioner at Rodeo and
burg Saturday.
Mildred Trimble, 1st prize
3.00
Nikita.
S. R. Dunagan and son, Bennie, conducted a small real estate agen2.00 and wife, made a trip to Douglas cy there. He was an able writer
Mrs. Crowell, Mrs. Reynolds, and Helen Williams, 1st prize
and sent out much material regardthe Misses Rachel Robson and Fannie Lozar, 2d prize
2.00 Thursday.
Dewey McGrath, who assisted in
Mrs. Bruce and children of Clo- - ing the development of the country,
Tyra, 2d prize
2.00
verdale have gone to Dallas, Texas, surrounding Rodeo, the nitrate defhe chorus work, and the special nez Clay, 3d prize
1.00 where they will remain until the posits, atesian water and progress
ties, made the play an entire sue
elia Jones, 3d prize
1.00 Mexican trouble has subsided.
in general. He was the Rodeo corcess.
C. S. Lightner, Chas. Spear, C. respondent of the Western Liberal
. The play was interspersed with
For Hand Made Dish Towel
'
Mace, P. L. Ward, J Morehead, Al- for several years.
.solos, duets and drills. The solos Ima Fairly, 1st prize
1.00 bert Ballard and Chas. Wright
Southern Grant county will miss
and duets showed the very careful Jewell Ownby, 2d
prize
.75 were here from their ranches on Mr. Garland and all extend deepest
training Miss Garrett had given
"
business last week. Mr. Ballard, sympathy to those surviving him.
per pupils.
For Best Loaf of Bread
by
in
who
back
a
stabbed
the
was
Of the drills we mention the Flo .Lucy Ford, 1st prize
3.00
Mexican a few weeks ago, is rapid-j- y
HEARING MAY 25th
ral drill, the Spanish dance, the Helen Foley, 1st prize
3.00
recovering.
Doll drill and the Suffragette drill. Olivette
2d
u.
prize
Conner,
2.00
King
u.
Judge
A.
U.
and
bmith
J. J. Goutchey. Deputy U. S.
They were given with enthusiasm
1.00 were visitors at the 44 ranch
Marshall from Albuquerque was
and with a thorough knowledge of 'lelen Williams, 3d prize
Ida Williams, 3d prize
1.00
here today serving subpoenas upmusical rhythm.
Sid Abies of Texas was a guest
on
the witnesses in the case of
songs
special
A
of
number
the
pf Mayor Ewing of China Pond last
t
Government Vs. the 85 Mining
were composed by the talented
On Friday morning the school week.
leader of the Harmony Club, Miss ear was closed with exercises by
The closing exercises of the Ani Co. et al. The case will be heard
JSarrett. To her untiring efforts, all grades. A may pole dance, phys mas station school will be held on before U. S. Commissioner Bush
fia a leader, the willingness to make ical culture exhibition., tugs of Friday evening, May 19. The main here next Thursday afternoon.
it a success, and the harmony of war and a baseball game were the
Jhe harmony club, combined with attractions. There was a large at
the beautiful stage setting, which tendance of parents and others in
vas the entire work of Max
terested in the welfare of the
an artist who has lately come school.
among us, we will ring the curtain
The Little Bovs of the Public
down over the closing scene, think- school whiüDed the Biar Bovs to the
ing, "they lived happily ever af- - tune of 21 to 16 at a baseball came
"N."
ier."
baturday afternoon.
pro-nee-

Nas-tic-

Mo-huf-

Fresh Vegetabes Received Daily
Choice Cuts of Meats- -

Rugs, Linoleum, Carpets,

Kitchen Cabinets
In the Furniture Department

King's Best Candies Fresh Weekly
In the Drug Department

Men
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Just Taste

Harry Foley was indispensable
as curtain man and general stage
hand. Max Wohuff, the painter
nd decorator, was of great assist
ance to the production as scene
painter and stage decorator, giving
good color to the scene in the
realm of Timbuctoo. Mrs. Mans
field and Mrs. Gass served as
maids to the production and kept
good account of the properties and
entrances. Miss Jennie Marsalis
took an important unseen part as
prompter. U. W. Uriel was on deck
for proper spot light work, which
was very effective.
Miss Dewey McGrath sang a
most pleasing solo
Rosalie.
Miss McGrath possesses a delight
ful well trained voice and her
solo was heartily received.

Our Butter!

COUNCIL MEETS AGAIN

ine city council again met in
session to diiscuss the first ordin
anees of the newly incorporated
town of Lordsburg. Quite a num
ber were passed and these will be
.published in the next issue of the
WESTERN LIBERAL. The Liber
al was in error last week in giv
ing the amount of licenses for li
quor houses. This will be pub
ashed in detail in a near issue.

Honest butter, sweet, pure
and

wholesome, is one of
your most important table

necessaries.

LAST CHANCE OPENED UP

Try ours and see if it
Robert F. Fitz, secretary and
doesn't beat anything you
treasurer of the El Centro Min- Hjffita
PVnffllfr
WD-dever had before.
ing & Milling Co., has been at the
Last Chance mine this week getting everything in readiness for
The quality seldom varies.
actual mining operations. New
flues have been installed in the
Taste it Ask the price
Mrs. John B. Crowell'd solo boilers, the shaft put in oberating
was one of the features of the condition and a force of men put
program and charmed her to work. The Last Chance is one
of the best silver properties in
audience.;
this section and has the earmarks-o- f
Both Mis3 Elizabeth Reynolds
a bonanza.
TIIE ROBERTS & LEAI1Y
and Mrs. Sellick sang the verses
FURNITURE FOR SALE
to specialties written by Miss
Garrett,and received encouraging Also some chickens. See Mrs.
MERCANTILE CO INC.
applause.

J

Woodward.

Í

WESTERN LIBERAL.

WHSTliKN L10HRAL THE
WORLD HI
. NEW MEXICO
lADRDSBURO

FOREIGN
MaJ. Gen. Ceo. W. GoelhalB,

mil suiin

an-

nounced that he would resign June I
as governor general of the Panama
Farle V. Bush, Editor and Owner.
canal tone.
Published Every Friday.
A Ilavas dispatch from Athens says
that several pretenders to the throne
Bandar makes the week days narrof Albania are conducting active
en.
A BRIEF
RECORO OF PASSING
propaganda.
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORBritish aeroplanes dropped IS, 000
And now the deadly germs ara after
pounds of food In addition to mall and
EIGN COUNTRIES.
oar goldfish's tall.
bemilitary stores In
tween April 11 and 29.
Boma excellent pacifists would climb
Afton Bladet prints a rumor of
l tres to escapa a tornada
Ill LATE DISPATCHES anTheunsuccessful
plot by Socialists
Tds art of explaining continues to
and anarchists against the Ufe of
develop rlgbt along wltb the art of
King GuHtavo of Sweden.
war.
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS THAT
Gregory Rasputin, the
Russian
monk who is reputed to havo exerMARK
PROGRE8S
THE
China Is baying American clocks.
cised great Influence over Emperor
OF THE AGE.
Imagina a Chinaman wearing a wrist
Nicholas, has been assassinated.
watcb.
The announcement is expected
Weslem N.wwp. pr Union Trews Bervlea.
shortly at Vienna of the betrothal of
A contemporary says tba denttat Is a
an Austrian archduchess and Prince
martyr. Tba man In the chair thinks ABOUT TOE WAR
Germans repulse Russian attack Boris, heir to. the throne of Bulgaria.
otherwise.
south of Carbunovka with heavy
Premier Asqultb's sudden resolve to
go to Dublin, which was balled by his
British women are to do farm work casualties.
Two more loaders In the Irish re- supporters as a stroke of genius, has
Tbos does war accelerate tba back to
had tbe effect of assuaging political
bellion, James Connolly and John
nature movement.
passions.
were shot In Dublin.
All the good advice In the world canAn official British estimate of GerIntense artillery actions In progress
not enable a young man to succeed If in Col di Lana tone, with no appar- man casualties in April, issued in Lon
ha will not work.
don, places the total at 91,102. The
ent advantage on either side.
Turks bombard Russian porta on number of German casualties since
Gasoline Is wasting entirely too Black sea In
retaliation for attacks the beginning of tbe war la given as
much energy and time that ought to on open towns along
Anatolian coast. 2,822,079.
be converted Into money
A Budapest dispatch says the work
Irish situation again at crisis and
of a modern Bluebeard has been dis
Asqutth
Premier
hurries
to
to
Dublin
Occasionally missing bushand who
covered by the police In the village of
bas been mourned for dead comes back assume charge of the military admin Clnkota. While searching the home
istration.
and starts It all over again.
a missing soldier they found seven
White Star liner Cymric torpedoed of
containing the body
lead casea,
If all the women can look as cute as by submarine. London reports one of a woman. each
some of tbelr spring hsts tbls Is going other British ship and one French
Fourteen persons have been executto be a better world light away.
vessel sunk.
ed in Ireland, Harold J. Tennant, par
Germany's latest peace overtures Uamentary
for war,
A prayer rug recently sold for
do not offer a basis for negotiations,
However, the value of a prayer declared Lord Robert Cecil, British told a questioner in the House ot
Seventy-threCommons in London.
never binges on the cost of a rug
minister of war trade.
persons bave received sentences ot
London admits loss of f00 yards of penal servitude and six of Imprison
"After the war. what?" asha a contemporary, but the active participants trenches near Vermelles in German ment at hard labor. Tbe number of
night attack, but claims part ot casualties among civilians in the upare more Intent on wondering whom.
ground regained in counter assault.
rising In Ireland up to May 9 was
French report recapture of vantage given by Premier Asquith as 180
Little by little folks are learning
that the
of a people dependa points talen from thorn southeast ot killed and G14 wounded.
In a large degree upon the food It eats. HaucoUrt. Heavy bombardments pro- SPORTING NEWS
ceeding near Dead Man's hill and CuStanding; ot Weatera lniur Clubs.
Clubs
Won. LMKt. t'ct.
Every time a Zep appears London ntieres.
6
12
Lincoln
Russians still fleeing eastward In Topeka
recalls witb gratefulness the fact that
11
.647
T
.61t
American Ingenuity devised the sub- Caucasus before Turkish attack, ac- Wichita
ItS
8
Omaha
.60
way.
cording to Constantinople report, but Ues Moines
.fiOO
9
8
Petrograd, apparently ignoring this Kcnver
11
7
.383
6
11
.363
An eastern clergyman says men are feature of the campaign, claims re- 8t. Joseph
7
13
Sioux City
.350
not properly appreciated until they are pulse of advance toward Bagdad.
dead. Long may we remain unappreThltry-flvmembers were enrolled
What appears to be the first enciated.
gagement in the
Ger- In tbe Pueblo Rifle Club.
man offensive aguinst Salonikl is re
Yale's tennis team easily defeated
"There are too many lowbrows In ported from Athens, the Germans cap- Dartmouth in New York, taking all
college." saya a western professor. turing a village and later being forced nine
matches..
Still they make fine athletic material, to evacuate It by a French counter
The Sioux City Western League
as a rule.
attack.
Baseball Club announced the purThe
American
con
Mexican
and
chase
of Grover GUmore, former
per
It'a an awful blow to some of ns
ferees at El Paso Thursday, announced Federal League outfielder and Denfeet figures to learn from tba tailors' they
bad decided to suspend their con ver player.
convention that we don't look well In
ferenccs and report back to their gov
Mike Collins, manager of Fred Fulgood clothes.
ernments in order that these may con ton, said In Ohicago that he had
negotiations
clude
the
through
their wired an offer of $27,000 to Jess
d
It Is predicted that after tbe war
for a
women will be a drug on tbe market. respective foreign departments.
contest at HudWith 8,000 additional troops under son, Wis., on July 4. "
But the doctors say most men acquire
orders for the Mexican border, Intbe drug tablt easily.
Omaha will be awarded the silver
cluding 4,000 national guardsmen loving cup offered by Gov. Arthur
Inasmuch as there bas been heard from Arizona, New Mexico and Texas, Capper ot Kansas to the team in the
no complaint on tbo part of men .Washington officials felt that neces- Western League that had the largest
that crusade against Immodest dress- sary steps bad been taken to prevent attendance on opening day, according
further raiding of American border to a message from President F. C.
ing Is hardly likely to live long.
towns by bandits.
Zehrun of Topeka.
Great Britain baa placed sausage WESTERN
GENERAL
klna on the contraband list. Germany
About 150 shopmen at Laramie,
New Mexico's
forces, comprising
would no doubt like to retaliate by cut- Wyo., are
by the Increase of approximately 1,100 men, are ready to
ting off England's Yorkshire pud- 5 per centaffected
in pay announced by the start to the border, according to Adding
Union Pacific railroad.
jutant General Herring.
One hundred cowboys ot Montana
Thirteen vessels from Portland
If you want to arrive at the real Inwardness of tbe white man's burden bave offered their services to the have been destroyed In the war tone
listen to an Impassioned argument on Helena United States recruiting of- by mines or submarines since the European conflict began, according to
the subject by a chap whose wife ficer for war with Mexico.
Meager
telephone advices from figures made public at Portland, Ore.
takes In sewing.
Clayton, New Méx., tell of the destruc
Curtis Bayluss, an American farmer,
After a man and woman had lived tlon of Kenton, Okla., a town of 1,000, was shot and killed a short distance
happily until their golden wedding an- by fire of unknown origin. The loss from his borne, near Mercedes, Tex.,
niversary It Is probable they have for is placed at $00,000.
by a band of four or five Mexicans
gotten whether the word "obey" was
Mexican bandits raided the Polaris who succeeded in escaping, presumin tbelr marriage ritual.
mining carup seven miles below ably to the Mexican side of the Rio
Locblel on the border, driving out Grande.
Los Angeles bas abolished tbe sa
Reuben II. Shafford was found
who escaped to Nogales in
Americans
loon free lunch counter thua driving
Colonel
Sage, com- guilty in the Federal Court at Cheymany bltberto harmless cltlzons to automobiles.
of having made an attack on
crime or to work, which Is even manding at Nogales, sent a company enne
of infantry and twenty cavalrymen to Miss Katherine
Simota in Yellowworse
guard Lochiel, Washington camp and stone Park two years ago, the Jury
fixing tbe penalty at imprisonment
other towns on the American side.
a
(scientists at leisure bave been
The sentence of life Imprisonment for life.
ibeir minds to determine what la
A violent wind storm which swept
the world's most useful invention at Cheyenne, Wyo., imposed on WalWhat s tbe mailer wltb tbe uin ter L. Cottrell, alian William L. Car Minnesota and parts of North Dakota
brella?
lisle, the Union Pacific train bandit. and western Wisconsin caused conterminates a criminal career which siderable property damage. At Two
itut will the hair dressing Jury tell a began when Cottrell was only 17 years Harbors, Minn., a man was killed by
At Crookston, Minn., a
worried public why some women wear of age, and extonded through nine lightning.
their hats until the theater curtain
ears to the present time. This fact tabernacle was unroofed during servgoes up while others shed tbeir sky became known when Information gath- ices but no one was hurt. The roof
pieces right sway
ered for the state was released be of the grandstand at a La Crosse,
cause of the prisoner's conviction, sen Wis., baseball park was lifted by the
A
a rule the man who knows nomwind and dropped on a street car,
tence and permanent segregation.
ine, at all about good music is so anfslightly .injuring several passengers.
A
.7
SUING
TON
to give hlnmelt away that t
ión
Hope that at the end of the present
The Bankhoad good roads bill,
bikes to the vaudeville or eat shop and
war
the nations of the world would
$85,00ü,000
wildly applauds every ragtimb Dumfor the con
a Joint effort to keep the
stiutt.on of post roads, passed the undertake
ber
peace, backed by a common police
It aprroprlntes
ciiLtc
$10,000,000
force, was expressed by President
foi roads for the national forests.
'I he astronomers report that the rod
Wilson in an interview vlt' a complanet
Ai erica's nsxt step in the negotla
is rominn verv neai ihu
oí the Amerlcau Union
mittee
earth II the Ion solium roiuiuumca t!ons with the entente allies regard-ni- ; Against Militarism,
which called to
tion is pnsHihle. he nugm to be warueil
treatment of neutral commerce protest against his' preparedness
prooil
i'hls eartb has troubles enougo
Mil be tif layed on account of the im- - gram
and advise him that they had
on hp hands as It Is
II. 'd threat
conta'ned in the Ger- found a fear of militarism In the
man note of May 5.
country west of the Alleghenies.
Writing mve miitslvp under a pom
The $11,000.000 Indian appropria-lact- - Hump suggests that some married
Recruits for tbo Mexican punitive
bill was finally passed by the expedition are called for In
couples could put em (here suit still
re;tiso aui Senate and went to the ceived by recruiting officersorders
Dave room lor a postscript
In Denr
ver and Pueblo, who are instructed
Kngiand Is to add to ita cabinet s
Supplies forwarded by the Amerito rush army enlistments.
minister ot aviation Tnere is no pre can. Red Cross for war relief in
Approximately 145,000 men and
diet tils' what offices the end of tbls Europe reached a total value of more women, representing every
phase of
wai will ee in governments
han fl.lOO.OOO during the first nine-eo- New York's business and professional
mouths of hostilities
life, paraded Saturday to testify their
According to the eminent Uavtd
Secretary Redfield
the belief In national preparedness.
Starr lonlHii a low brow Is only one ippolntmeiit of Dr. W. announced
C. Huntington
Samuel 8. McClure, the publisher,
d ex iee reuiuved from a ruugí. o ecu
)f Chicago as commercial attache at who
arrived in New York from Co1 ben a high brow must be a man who
Petrograd
to succeed Honry D. penhagen on the steamar Oscar II,
ha bis neck shaved
Ouker, wbo bas resigned to reenter said he had found
a sentinunt for
tbn consular service.
peace only In Goruianv and Auxtri
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KILLING OCCURRED ON STREET
IN WAGON MOUND.

STATE NEWS

'

by 7o;.iMi

YOUR
GROCER

Sensational Tragedy Enacted In Mora
County Town When Mrs. F. R.
- Sanchez Shoots Oeslderio

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

ÍOMI1U tEVÍTNT.
Bfate Convention
at Albuquerque.
8
June
Teachers' Meeting at East
Lhs Venn.
New
June
Annual Convention
Mexico Sunday School Aseoclatton
.
t Laa Venas.
July
Cowboys' Reunion at Las
Vegan.
Auir. J! republican Btate Convention

Dlalbando.

he asks you
to try a can of

if

May

at

it.

feanta,

State Tennl Tournament at
Hoswell.
Oct.
New Mexico Hankers' Aaaoclation Convention at Grand Canon.
Aria.

Bent.

7

S-

Automobile

licenses Issued so far

Western Ne spaper Union News Service.
East Lan, Vegas, N. M. Wagon

Mound's usual tranqullty was broken
when Mrs. Frederlco R. de Sanche,
shot and almost Instantly killed De
The killing oc
siderio Dlalbando.
curred cn ona of the main streets ot
the town.
It Is said that Dlalbando, with a
companion, bad been drinking heav
ily all day and into the night, and
that he bad been in the company ot
After
Mrs. Sanchez at her home.

this year total 5,788.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Hayncs of
Santa Fe celebrated their silver wed leaving there, he encountered the woman and a female companion on the
ding.
street, and Invited them to accom
The summer school of the Silver pany him
back to the Sanchez woCity State Normal school will open
man's room. The woman declined.
May 29.
,
saying they had another engagement,
'May 18 will be observed in schools so the story goes, and Dlalbando
of this state this year, as in former seized the Sanches woman by the
years, as "Peace Day."
arm and attempted to drag her along
John M. Moore, Jr., of Albuquerquo,
with him. The woman then pulled
has been commissioned a notary pub- out a revolver and fired at Dlalbando,
lic by Governor McDonald.
killing blm instantly. Mrs. Sanchez
Tbe fruit crop in the Española val was arrested and taken before Justice
ley will be abundant this year, says of tbe Peace C. L. Farker, Jr., who
released her on $2,000 bond.
Samuel Eldodt, of Camita.
Mrs. Sanchez is the wife of Benito
"Billle" Alberts, veteran passenger
conductor on the Roswell line of the Sanchez, who shot and killed Felicia
Santa Fe, died In a hospital at Clovis. no Villareal here four years ago.
That cattle shipments from New
Mexico will be unusually heavy tbls Father Shoota Daughter and Betrayer
spring is indicated by calls for stock
San Marcial Juan Romero shot
v
cars.
and killed Jesus Herrera, whom he
Dave and Alex Ycket, wanted in la said to bave believed the betrayer
Clayton on a charge of horse stealing, of his daughter, Patricia and, return
bave been returned there from Okla- ing to his home, tired a shot Into the
bead of his daughter, inflicting a serihoma.
C. W. Adams has been elected ous but possibly not fatal wound
mayor of Hot Springs, Sierra county, Romero had brooded all night over
the first place In that county to in the affair. The tragedy took place
at Val Vorde, a little town Just across
corporate.
the river from this place. Tbe girl
A fire of supposedly Incendiary ori became a mother Wednesday.
She
gin took place in a resort in Las Ve charged Herrera with her child's
gas. It Is said coal oil was poured on parentage,
it is said. Herrera rea bed and Ignited.
cently married a young woman living
Permission to start a new state in Val Verde. Romero admitted the
bank at Gallup bas been granted by shootings and told officers of his
State Bank Examiner Rufus H. Car- brooding over the affair until he had
made up his mind to Kill both his
ter to C. N. Cotton.
and Herrera. He now Is In
Prater Miller, wbo bas sheep daughter
ranges about fifty miles northwest of Jail at Socorro.
Roswell, lost 300 lambs as a result ot
Sentenced for Cattle Stealing.
tie recent cold rains.
Las Vegas Emery E. Coursey, the
Two hundred thirty entrlos for a
total of 60,000 acres ot land were re- Mora county man under Indictment
corded in tbe Federal Land Office for the murder of Clyde Wiggins, and
wbo was convicted of cattle stealing
at Santa Fe in April.
term of the District
Alfredo Aragón, charged with lar- at the recent county,
has been sen
ceny of federal property olive drab Court in Mora
by Judge Leahy to serve not
uniforms was acquitted in the Fed- tenced
f
less than two and
nor mora
eral Court at Santa Fe.
than four years in the State peni
Solamon Lucero and Benjamin
tentiary. He may be tried on the
each aged 17 years, have been murder indictment at the next term
held to the grand Jury in Santa Fe of court.
on charges of larceny.
The case of Andres Eabell, indicted
to compel a Solano
S. M. Miller, who was found suffer- for attempting
ing from burns and exposure lying woman to marry him at the point of
Just outside bis dugout in northern a pistol, was dismissed, as the woman
changed her mind and decided to wed
Chaves county is dead.
Eugenio Nierl of Albuquerque filed Eabell. Tbe marriage was performed
a petition in bankruptcy with the by a Justice of the peace.
Federal Court, listing his assets at
Reprieve for Montes and Hlghtower,
(150 and his liabilities at $1,039.40.
Santa Fe Governor McDonald is
Tbe farmers of the French tract In
Colfax county, bave - formally ap- sued a reprieve in the cases of Lucius
proved the $325,000 bond Issue of the C. Hlghtower and Pedro Montes, sentenced to hang for murder at Silver
Antelope Valley Irrigation district
City. A short time previous the Su
Joe Terrell has been bound over at preme Court granted an order of
Clovis for assault with a deadly
requiring District Judge
weapon, It being charged he struck mandamus
Neblett, who had refused applications
Joe Boris over the head with a poker. for aDDeal. to show cause in ten rlava
Al. Woods, a fireman at the Gallup why the applications should not be
electric light plant, was arrested on granted. Tno governor s reprieve Is
a charge ot Implication in an attempt issued for whatever time is necessary
to wreck a Santa Fé train two years for the matter to be settled in the Su
ago.
preme Court.
A company of the National Guard
Reprieve Asked for Condemned Men.
.will be organized at Alamogordo.
Santa Fe A telegram was sent
It appears that tbe proposed AlbuqVegas road race, to be from here asking tha President to
uerque-Las
staged July 4 as a feature ot the Cow- urge the governor to reprieve the
boys' reunion at the Meadow city, is seven Villista bandits condemned to
hang on May 19 for murder In the
a certainty.
Dave
McCullora,
a Guadalupe Columbus raid. J. O. Starr sentenced
mountain goatman, has reported - in to hang for the murder of Sheriff
Carlsbad that tbe mountain sheep re- Stephens has taken an appeal.
maining in the Guadalupe mountains
ire boing hunted continuously. .
Suicide Caused by Despondency.
At its first regular meeting the
City Despondency
Silver
was
ately elected- - board of trustees ot given by tbe coroners Jury as the
Deming received a petition asking probable reason for the ' suicide of
that a vote on prohlb.tion be taken Amandua Kelm,
Silver
and ordered such an election held City man and former Rough Rider.
June 24.
who swallowed a fatal dose ot cyanPedro Rios, an employé of the ide of potass. um. Death was instan
Ohlno Copper Company at Santa Rita, taneous.
ived over two hours after being
uried under tons of sand and rocjc,
Ten Mexicans Shot to Death.
only to die of his injuries after being
Columbus
Ten
Mexicans
have
extricated.'
been killed In the last few weeks bv
Mrs. Mary C. Prince, wife of
American soldiers who caught them
L. B. Prince, in tbe recent cutting the field teleeranh wlm. nv
D. A. R. congress in .Washington,
ofcording to apparently authentic refered a resolution to provide pensions ports here. It was pointed out th. t
tor the women bereaved through the the Wire cutting has nractieallv
Columbus massacre.
ceased since.
Deming cltixens have organized a
vigilance committee of 100 members
Child Burns to Death.
to malnta'n order in case of any disBllvar City The
son
turbance or disorder because of the
ot Ben Akers, a rancher living
Mexican situation.
Springer farmers ara discussing an Bear Creek, was burned to death
offer from a Chicago firm to build tbe ranch. The child was left on
creamery In that section, the enter- bed during the temporary absence
prise to be f nanced by a
everyone, from the room. A few min
company of farmers.
utes later the bed was discovered in
The ninth set of state bank incor. flames and tha child wan m y.,ii
poration or capital increase papers to burned that he lived only a short
reach the corporation commission
time. It Is supposed that the child
was filed, the articles being those of managed to ignite some mutches
that
the Merchants' Bank of Gallup.
were in a pocket of a coat nearby.
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POWDER

Hevvantstodo
you a favor

heknowswhat
brands to recommend from
experience.

"

Got Just What He Wanted.
"Will you let me off tbls afternoon,
sir?" asked the clerk in a dry goods
store, "my wife wants me to beat some

carpets."
"Couldn't possibly do it." said tbe
boss.

Tbe clerk turned Joyfully to his
saying: "Thank you. air.
Thank you a thousand times."
work,

Cheerfulness
"Are you an optimlstf"
"Tes; when we are talking about
tbe other tellow'a troubles."
-
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Glitldaa
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Greatest hill climber; t8 to SOmUeti on I gallon
10.CU0 mllen on one act of tlrea.
Saaollue. Bpeedomeirr,
one man nonalr top, HIS
In. wheel liaee, S23H Inch tima, weight 1,600
pounds. MKTZ Distributora taw Colorado.
Men Mexleo, Wjomlna and WeeteraKabraaka
THE HEADINGTON AUTO CO.

to Colorado CarMtrcar Co.
BROADWAY
DENVER. COLO.

Successors

1636-4- 4

LIVE AQ E NTS WANTED

IW

INSTITUTE

COR.EISHTCENTH

AND

8TS.

CURTIS

DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a cientific course of medication.
The only place in Colorado where the
Genuine Keeley Remedies are administered.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing ta favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric For
laundry purposes it bat DO equal. 16 OS.
package 10c. '$ more starch for ume money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha. Nebraska
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Davls.Electrlo Lights
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SOMERS, 160 CXKalk Ave., Brooklyn. hi. V.
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Overhauled Used Cars
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deeper shade of wistaria over a silk
skirt of "changeable pink and purple,
with a general tone of purple. It Is
quite the fashion to mingle pinks, fire
colors and purples so that the whole
garment looks like a design in orchid,
dipped in purple shadows and sunny
highlights. One must be an artist to
know bow to mingle colors effectively,
so that you will find it much more
simple to drape a full chiffon or voile
ovnrsktrt above a silk skirt. It is also
fashionable to moke the oversklrt of
flowered taffeta draped over a skirt
of plain taffeta of the same general
color scheme, as. for Instance,
taffeta where rosea form the
color plan of the overdress.
This design Is also suitable for use
with Swisses, lawns and other thin
cotton material. It would be more attractive to make the overdress of
plain or dotted Swiss, edged with lace
or with narrow ruffles, and drape this
over with a skirt made of plain swlss
or mull and trimmed with many small
ruffles or with several rows of ruffles
edged with lace. A still more Imple
plan would be to buy three er four
yards of thin embroidered floencing
and make the lower skirt of that. Tou
will find, however, that good swlss
flouncing of such width costs a good
deal, although tt is very beautiful
and narrow ruffles of swlss cost next
to nothing, while pretty Imitations ol
valenclennes lace are Inexpensive.
Washington Star.

DRESSY SKIRTS ARE
PARTICULARLY CHARMING.

Sketch Showa One cf the Moat Modern Designs, Suitable for Use in
Atl of the Light Cotton
Materials.
Don't you think that dressy skirts
look like tulipa dipped In the dyes of
the rainbow and julled from the Colds
of Holland, where one fringe of petals
orcrlapa the nextT
The aVlrt design gives Just such a
charming impression, especially as it
Is hullt in the wonderful color combl- -

rose-colore- d

New Petticoat.
For the economical woman, is a new
reversible petticoat for wear with eve
ning frocks. The petticoat is made of
flesh-pindebutante satin and a
twelve-Incflounce, faced within the
deep hem with very light, resilient
stiffening material so that there Is
crisp flare at the edge. Rows of inch-wid-e
ribbon are stitched on the
flounce, and the ribbon matches the
color of the petticoat. On the reverse side of the flounce are rows of
ribbon In a daintily contrasting color,
stitched exactly over the rows on the
other side. These petticoats come
also In white and in pale
model having self
the
toned ribbon on one side and lavender
ribbon on the other.
h

6klrt.

nations that are now in vogue. For
instance, the upper overskirts of pink
chiffon, over a pink chiffon
loose facing that sends a glow through
the outer skirt without making it pink.
Under this falls a chiffon skirt of a

Add Greatly to the Nutritive Value of
Dishes With Which It May Be
Mixed.

PVi"Min

WfOAR W. rT"l"l. ifeenlor
Ml.OtltlI
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.
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Rice baa great nutritive value, so
When you can add It to meat you are
not only reducing the cost of the dish,
but you are maintaining, somewhat In
creasing, its food value.
Rice can be added to almost any
sort of meat. Rice, plain boiled and
drained as dry as possible, can be added to a chicken fricassee. It can also
bo made Into croquettes to serve with
chicken, and rice croquettes may be
served with Iamb or mutton stew.
Round Dteak can be cooked with
rice In this way: Put a round stoak
an Inch and a half thick in a greased
casserole, and cover it with a cupful
of rice that has boon soaked for an
hour.
Pour over this halt a can of
tomatoes and season with salt and
pepper. Then add a quart of water.
Cover and bake for two hours slowly,
and then uncover and cook for 20 min
utes longer.
This Is a good mutton and rice stew:
Boll a cupful of rice and drain It. Slice
three or four carrots and boll until tender. In the meantime simmer until
tender a pound of breast of mutton
which wtll take about two hours.
Thicken the meat gravy and pour the
meat on a platter. Surround with the
carrots, in a ring, and then with the
rice. In a mound around the edge of
the platter.
This Is a rice and veal recipe: Place
a slice or several slices of veal in an
nngreased skillet until brown. Remove
to a molding board and cut into pieces
two inches square, or smaller. Put,
with a small minced onion, in a casserole, and cover with boiling water
and two or three slices of bacon.
Cover and cook in the oven until the
meat is very tender, and then thicken
slightly with flour. Place on a plat
ter and surround with a border of hot
steamed rice.'
AS
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Bar
704 cents.
Spelter, St. Louis, 17.0Q.
Copper, casting, 2S.C2'A.

ADVANCE

Housewife Will Provide Menus Suit
able to the Changes That the
Weather Is Sure to Bring.

corn-colo-

The cellar, of course, cannot be
thoroughly cleaned until the furnace
Ore (s allowed to go out for the sea
son, but It can be cleared of all rub
bish, If rubbish has been allowed to
accumulate there during the winter.
The cellar should be the most orderly
nate all unnecessary layers of ma part of the house, partly because an
accumulation of rubbish there in
terial, be they ever so fragile.
creases danger of fire and partly be
cause the air from the cellar rises
LIGHT MORNING FROCK
through the house, carrying with it
dust or any other uncleanllness.
See to It that all the chimneys are
In good condition and that all fire
places are ready for a little extra
work. The spring days, after the fur
nace Are is put out, are the days
when open fires are most in demand,
Remember that spring appetites
crave fresh things, and that salads
tempt when heavier foods repel. Vege
table salads for luncheon are admir
able on spring days.
If the spring days drag, begin to
plan for summer vacations. Send for
catalogs and pamphlets of hotel rates
and take out some of your longing for
summer in looking thorn over.

Lightness of Weight With
Wearing Qualities That May Be
Called Remarkable.

One of the daintiest accessories for
the bride or bridesmaid for that matter Is the corset of flowered chiffon.
No woman who possessed a blouse' of
the best quality chiffon but knows
how It wears, how It washes and
cleans and bears strain and pressure
out of all proportion to its apparent
fragility. The new corsets made of
three thicknesses of chiffon are boned
with transparent composite reeds and
fastened with backalite clasps. A
great amount of hand work Is put upon
them, and a small collection exhibited
recently in a New York shop wbb embroidered with sprays of bloasoma and
trimmed with real lace.
A very pretty new sports model is
-laced down both sides of the front
about four Inches apart. A narrow
panel of silk elastic Is Inset at the
sides to give perfect freedom. The
newest models are rather high in the
bust, with it prominent incurve at
the waist and distinctively shorter in
the hips, but tbey curve down shield-fashioback and front.
Another innovation is the taffeU. cor
or pompadour-set made of pastel-tinte'
V
flowered
silk to match the elaborate plaited and ruffled petticoats of
the season.
The corsets are to be worn beneath
the thin summer dresses without any
J
Apis" i,
camisole and with merely a net under-bodic- e
to veil their charms.
5.1
Corsets of silver cloth, while they
were very much used during the winter, are not shown for summer, and
upon the whole the silver lace c.ai-sole- s An appropriate gown for morning
to be worn under evening dresses
wear on the hot forenoons of the
coming summer.
It Is of dotted
of block and colored tulle are rather
more chic. But the Une of the corset
voile, having two flounces, and the
top, the thick portion of the camisole
waist and tunlo are In one. Full
length sleeves are worn. A wid
and the upper edge of the bodice or
girdle are identical and the fashion for
Dutch collar of white organdie and
,
figure-espea bow of satin with two dangling
the very
cially at the waist Une, tends to elimi
streamers complete the costume,
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JACKETS OF COLORED SILKS
Ef-

pocketed peplum, sometimes embroi
dered and sometimes beaded, it is
sure to be used by the younger set,
as it completely changes the look of
Bright-coloresilk sleeveless Jack- a white dress. With waist tied in by
ets, reminiscent of the '60 s, which are very long cords and tassels reaching
being worn with white dresses of net to the bottom of the skirt, or by nar
and organdie, are some of the prettiest row ribbons In different shades of th
fashious of many yeurs. These lit- same color, forming bunches over the
tle coats are edged with double quill- distended hips, this little Peggy blouse
ings of pinked or plcot taffeta and are is indeed a dainty novelty.
very full and ruffly around the hips.
They hold possibilities for the made-ove- r
Darning on the Machine.
dress, too. A tumbled and scant-skirtedarning
on the machine (it does
In
yeur
ba
can
of
last
net dress
washed, hung round with four or five not make any difference what the
ruffles of fresh material edged w,itl piece may be tablecloths, napkins,
bebe ribbon of velvet or satin in a fa- pocks, stockings, or anything that has
vorite color, say cherry, and then a a hule In It) take the foot of the mayard and a halt of cherry taffeta will chine oft and run the stitches all the
make a little sleeveless coat. This way across the hole Just as you do by
will conceal the waist's cut, and if the band, then across the other way Just
sleeves are kimono, so much the bet- as you would If done by band, only it
Is done so much neater. Use an emter.
Another pretty fashion Is the sleeve- broidery hoop to hold the goods firm
less jumper of crepe or chiffon. This is and even, put it over the hole and
usually in bright colors also, but can slide under the foot of the machine
tie made in pastel shades for seml- - whatever color the material Is, and
use the same color thread.
van lug dreeses and with its llttl
d

.

Haricot Timbales.
Soak half a pint of haricot beans in
cold water for several hours, then
drain and cook them until tender In
slightly salted water; when done drain
the beans, and rub them through a
fine sieve. Put the puree in a saucepan with an ounce of butter, a little
cream or half a gill of milk, and stir
over the fire till quite hot, then stir
In two yolks of eggs. Line the inte
rior of six previously buttered tlmbale
molds thickly with the prepared puree,
fill the center with vegetable mace-dolne seasoned with salt and pepper,
and moistened with Just sufficient
white or brown sauce to bind the mix
ture. Shake down each tlmbale, and
cover the top with a layer of haricot
bean puree. Bake In a moderate oven
for half an hour. Turn out on a hot
dish, pour some hot tomato sauce
over or around the timbales, and serve
hot. "Vegetable macodolne" consists
of carrots and turnips peeled scooped
out Into little balls or cut Into neat
cubes and French beans cut Into
short pieces, all cooked separately In
seasoned water, then drain and mix
together, and reheat with a little but
ter.

cent.

4 per cent, interest paid on Savings Accounts.

.,

Correapondenoe

Assets

Three-quarter-

Potato Loaves.
One pound potatoes, boiled an
mashed; one ounce butter, one tea
spoonful milk, one egg, butter, salt
and cayenne pepper, two teaspoonful
chopped parsley.
Add butter, milk, egg, parsley and
seasoning to cold boiled mashed pota
toes. Turn out and roll thin. Divld
Into equal portions and make each
into a loaf. Put on to a buttered bak
ing sheet, glaze with the white of an
egg. Bake In a quick oven for 6 or
10 minutes.

who enntaniplata opening Initial or additional
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$6,000,000

Deposit? made by mall are promptly acknowledged.
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Arizona.

The Three R mine was sold all
Tucson for $500,000.
The ameltnr Droductlon for April In
the Blsbee district was nearly 22,000,
000 pounds.

Homer Wood and partners shipped
pounds of 70 per cent tungstei
ore to Pittsburg, Pa., from Prescott.
Minina operations In Yavapai coun
ty continue to Increase In magnitud
11,1
importance and to vie with those
of the famous Oatman district of Mo
have county in scope.
The development of new ore, botb
copper and lead, is a feature In th
Shattuck at Blsbee. Large bodies ol
sulphide
sulphide and
are being opened on the 800 and 9UU
levels. Shattuck's last dividend, paid
April 20, was at the rate of 50 cent
a share and 75 cents extra, calling foi
a distribution of Í437.500. This divl
dend will be credited to the second
quarter. The company has disbursed
thus far this year $787,500 In, divl

The Ford Agency

3.090

Roadsters, Touring Cars
A Full And Complete Line of Accessories
' At All Times

,

d

Official Agents For "Pep"
Daily Stage Line Between Lordsburg, Tyrone
And Silver City. Save Time And Money

(lends.
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Colorado.

The Leadville mining district it
more active and prosperous than foi

years.

'
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Make Your Headquarters at the

,

No camp In Colorado has surplus
labor, while In many of them a noted
shortage exists.
Announcement was made at Colo
rado Springs by the directors of the
Portland Gold Mining Company thai
they will at once begin the construe
tlon of a tungsten mill near Nederland.
What Is claimed to be the greatest
tungsten strike ever made In the
West was revealed at Sllverton by the
transfer of the Holman and Qrimei
lease in the Ruby mine in Msfeglc
gulch, to New Vork parties, foi

Hotel

LORDSBURG, NEW MEXICO

-

Steam Heat. Hot, and Cold Water. Electric I lehU.
PRIVATE BATHS. REASONABLE It AT ft 3

Central Location, Restaurant Adjoining

$100,000.

at Rico that a seven
vein, assaying $26 per ton
has been opened up in the Buckhors
tunnel, on Newman bill. This prop
erty adjoins the Pro Patria tunnel
from which such rich shipments ol
specimen gold ore was shipped last
year.
The gradual extension of the tung
sten belt into Gilpin, Jefferson and
Clear Creek counties where molyb
denlte is also produced means a bus;
season for the prospector. In Apei
district, Gilpin county, south of Rol
linsvllle, tungsten which shows 41 peí
cent in tungBtic acid has been found
in the ore veins of a leading gold pro
ducer. This tungsten ore Is free iron:
sulphur, while the gold ore produced
Is of the sulphide class.
The location of two forms of tung
sten (wolframite and scheelite) in the
Leadville gold belt by Experts Fitch
and Loughlln of the United Statei
Geological Survey places additional
emphasis upon the problem presented
by the huebnerite ores of the Ward
district, Boulder county, where the
known gold values range from $0 tt
At the present time 11
$49 per ton.
the Ward ore is sold to the smoltet
on a gold basis nothing is allowed foi
the tungsten. If sold to the Bouldei
county mills on a tungsten basis the
gold value is ignored on the statement
that the mills do not save both valuea
It

is reported

teen-inc-

New Mexico.
E. L. Doheny, an oil man well
known In the state, has made inquiries
relating to a prospective deposit of oil
near Lakewood.

The Porterfields are operating In
the south end of Chloride Flat, neui
the Mogollón road and have a down
hill pull to the shipping point.
Following the operations on Boston
Hill by Robert Kirchman, which have
resulted In dally shipments of manga
nese ore to the eastern smelters, M.
W. and W. C. Porterfleld concluded
somewhat lengthy investigation and
negotiations with eastern users of
manganese metal and have also com
menced shipping this ore.
Geo. E. Moffett, who is and has
been Interested in the Jarilla mining
district for a good many years, utates
that the El Paso smelters, on account
of having more ore than they can
bundle, have limited the production
from the Jarlllus, to go into effect at
once.
Each producing mine in the
district is allowed a specified amount
of ore to be shipped to the smelter

Hazelnut Cream Cake.
Beat one cupful of sugar and four
eggs until light, add one cupful of flour
sifted with one teaspoonful baking
powder and one teaspoonful of ground
f
cinnamon,
teaspoonful of
ground allspice and cloves; bake In
s
two layers. Cream
of
a pint of milk, one tableapoonful of
cornstarch, two eggs, half teaspoonful
of sugar. Peel and chop one cupful of
hazelnuts fino, add a teaapoonful of
vanilla. Boll ail together until thick,
and when cool spread between layers
Use whipped creara or a boiled frost
each month.
ing for top of cake.
one-hal-

4,see,oo

Gtateo Depository

TJnitocJL

Boulder, Colo. Tungsten, por un
of 60 por cent, $G0; 25 per cent, $34;
1ft rtixr

See.CO

SUKI-LU- S

oeponits

WMtrn Newspaper Union Neea Servlc.
Prices Quoted for Metals.
New York, $7.50.

Iad,silver,

-

First National Bank

MINING AND OIL

corn-colore- d

Combine

TI1K

WESTERN

SUMMER CORSETS IN CHIFFON

Made Without Sleeves, They Moat
fectively Dress Up Last Year's
White Gowns.

VOI.n,
t.

8EA80N'S

Tulip-Effe-

HA

IAS.OHAHaV KnNAiir, VirwMroeidfnt,
L. iiioijKT,

1

Wyoming.

It Is rumored that there are large
tungsten deposits in the shale terri
tory.

It Is rumored that there are large
tungsten deposits In the bills north
f Kemmerer.
An Immense oil gusher on Claim No.
1 of the Greybull Refining Company Is
eported at Powell.
The W. T. Head Drilling Company
,1 Los Angeles has leased 8,000 acres
f lend In the Glendo district and will
i.egip drilling for oil.

Homes on the Eas PaTnent Plan
Contractor, Builder, Estimator
Plans and Estimating Free

(3)

Mining Wedges made and Sold

Mining Timbers Framed.

Milling Mac nine work
ARTHUR W. H0UCK

Assayer and Chemist
GEORGE W.

Assayer and Chemist.
Agent for Ore Shippers
at the Douglas Smelters.

CAMERON

GOLU AND tlll.VKK HULLION

Bepreirntattve For Bhtppnra to the
KL

SOS S

St. rl
rrtnflun
P. O. IKIX "O

A. W.

PUKCliAflKO
355 10th St.
UOUOLA1, ARIZONA.

BMKLTCtt.

Pata,

Box 392

T.

Terrell

Morningstar,

ATTORNEY AT LAW
LORDSBURG,
XrW MEXICO.

M.

M.CR0CKKR.M.D.

Dlatrlcf SurRrtiti Boulhero Puclfto and Art-toA New Mnsloo Hnilruail. durfD M
4mertcn Coniolldxcd Cupper Co.

Black

MORNINGSTAR & AUGUSTINE

Insurance
Leading Companies Scottish
Union, Firemen' j, Connecticut

NBWMBIIOO.

IAHDSSDRII

&

LAWYERS
SILVER CITY
NEW MEXI0O
Will be at Lordsburjf at ttieolllce of
'. W Marsalls, on the Bret and third
SATURDAY of each mouth for the
ODvenlence of clients

PALETINIC

HOME,

Coperas

Your Business Solicited

Custom Assay Office

Sulphuric Acifl

Critchett

&

Ferguson

Made from the celebra'ed Clifton
Ores. Free from Antimony and Ar-

senic.

Rf.KCTRICAt KNKItGT.
4IH more
satisfactory

results In

Gives

REPRESENTATIVE
P. O. Box 712

Reduction Works than aiy Chemicals
?: he market
A InnK freight haul saved to the
consumers In both states, Arizona
and New Mex.
Prices In competition with the
Eastern Markets.

Feed

&

FOR ORB SHIPPERS

El Paso. Texas.

Livery Stable

1

JONES & BURNS

Arizona Copper Co.

lf anltrnr

FAYWOQD HOT SPRINGS.

lo)k riren pood

PHONE

ftilnhn.

14- -2

for Rheumatism. Stomach Trouble,
Kidney Ailrcvnts, lnflamatlons,
Ar-cri-

Hardening. Lucomoior Ataxia,
Nervous Breaking etc. Perfect Treat-oien- t,
Per fee Climate. Health, Plea-turLargs Modern Hotel. Booklet.
T. V. MoDermott.
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Dr. R. E. BUVEKS

.

WHITE and ANDREWS
Attorufiya

DKNTAb SURI IKON.
Office:

at Lw

WASHINGTON LOAN & TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON. D. C.
SfircUt attention to public Ijind and Mining ca- before the General Land Office and Interior
Department
PATENTS fXB INVENTIONS

t

5

Blown Block
Tyianild bt.

Permanently Located.
LORDKBC

HO, NEWMBJCICO.
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HOWIE CLEANS UP PEPPERS
Down, down, down to defeat went
the Lordsburg Peppers on the local
grounds Sunday afternoon, after a
well played game with the Bowie

WESTERN LIBERAL
PUUURHEO KfcfOAYS.
FORMS! 1'I.USR THURSDAY EVENING

son. He was relieved by Guy Jennings, who pitched an excellent
game. The support given him was
not up to par and with the weak
spots mended he would have won
Spikes did credit
the battle.
to the Bowie aggregation on the
hill and whiffed a number of good
Matters on the Lordsburg side,
Most of the local players got in
.some timely slugs which tied the
pcore 5 to 5 until Bowie put across
the winning tab. It was surprising
tow some of the old boys did hit.
The receipts of th game were
J 42.10 which put the treasury in
he hole on the contest.
Let the people of Lordsburg support the baseball games better. The
gate receipts should be far more
than they are.

I

'

'

It should not have

i

blowing strong and the outfield
missed their positions several
However, the exhibition
times.
PRICKS
SUBSCRIPTION
'..0 was a good one and delighted the
Thrca Mentha
"5 fans.
Bit Monthi...
00
;n Yr..
There was unnecessary
8uhirlilion Always Payable in Advance.
with the umpires which
livened things up nt times.
Lordsburg lined up with: ArMuy 1. 1916
chuleta, rf ; Kerr, If.; Edon, lb.;
Jennings 3b. and p.; Marsalis, cf. ;
Parela, p.; Reed 2b.; Gammon, c. ;
The copper industry is facing a Diaz, ss.
ptage in the acceptance of
intk-a- l
A.
Howie looked like this:
mines Spikes, lb.; Williams, 3b.; J. L
the production of the
Spikes, p.; Sincraigh, 2b.;
by the smelters in the south-vesss.; Nash, If.;
The plants in El Paso, Doug-l;:- Hardy,c;cf.Blanks,
; Gonzales,
rf.
have
points
Ilaydon and other
l Xó"ir s 'FuCt
refused to take the ores cf the
sniiill miners and even some of the
F.IM
.
hi!i,'('r eomp'imes are having a
treat (leal of trouble in getting a
market for their ores. The producj
tions of the milling companies
the smelters, or the cniitrütts
f big producers, is overtaxing the
3
treatment vcrks vithout custom
ores. The refineries are yelling
their heads off to stop the heavy
shipments of matte. Meanwhile
t lie miner sits back vith his carload of cood ore and scratches his
he:,d. There is a serious problem
to be solved.

j

s.

FntTfl

.wt OfHr at
liunf, Nf
at th
Claw JWi.il Matter
Milico, at
Il

been a defeat but bobbles dropped in on the second baseman and
did their dooty. The wind was

FARI8 V. Rl'811,
Krfiior and Ovnfr

rag-chewi-

Kil-log-

t.

I

Fourth of July is evidently coming early in Lordsburg from the
amount of firewoks I have seen
the younger generation sporting.
Just the other evening one little
chap came into the picture show
with a piece of burning punk carefully concealed under his coat so
as not to attract attention.
A
sranger in Lordsburg was standing next to the young man. He
sniffed Beveral times and remarked to young Robert Briel,
"Young man, 1 smell punk."
"What" that, sir?" asked Bobbie.
"I say, I smell punk."
"Oh. that'll be all right." came
the reply, "You can sit up front
and no one will notice it."
I think that will be a plenty for

tnis

h,

Fi nc Wines, Liquors and Cigars

The Newest Place in Town
I

o'.vn-itu-

(

BALL GAME SUNDAY

A high

The Lordsburg Peppers and the
85 Mine Diggers will be matched
L:trdsburg Material in Action
up for nine rounds Sunday after- , 1.
1 1 fl,. U II
Pat Barela opened up the hurl- ' " ' I I u hllV
U I
ing for the Peppers and did some ery fan be present. The game prom-- i
fine work until his arm gave out. ises to be the best of any so far
He fanned the best Bowie sluggers
and kept down the runs
Pat is 'this season. Come and ROOT!
going to make a good mound-mount- 'Show the boys you appreciate their
for the locals this sea- - ' efforts. Your presence will do it.
1

11

V

T

I

er

sky-hig-

Copper producers say there is a
good demand for copper from both
domestic and foreign users. Home
manufacturers are showing a disposition to extend their purchases
into the early part of 1917 and foreign customers are buying up to
the end of the year. So far as big
producers are concerned, there is
no metal available for sales before
September. Sales at the close of
last week absorbed the small
amount of August copper remaining. Premiums obtaining on spot
copper and early months are advancing, promp deliveries being
held at 31c; June 31
(u 31
July, 31
(
August, 29
30c
September is unchanged at 29c and
October at 23
with Novem(it 28
ber at 28
4

3--

4

Practical Economy
Baking powders made from alum or
phosphaté may be bought for a trifle less
than Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder,
which is made from cream of tartar, derived from grapes.
Alum powders are not only cheap, but
they differ greatly in leavening power.
If a cheap baking powder is used for a
fine cake and the calce turns out a failure
there is a waste of costly materials worth
more than a whole can of the cheap baking powder.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder produces the finest food, and its use, therefore,
results in an actual saving.

c,

2

c.

With the admirable

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER

points throughout the Southwest
there should be a like showing of
patriotism by recruits. The call is
being made. More troops are
needed.
Recruiting is in order.
The people of southern Grant county should heed the call and wherever possible join the ranks and
files of Company H, N. M. N G.
Plans were submitted the last of
the week by a well known architect for the construction of a new
high school for this district and
which will be completed in time
for the opening of the semester.
There will be more room in th nnh.
lie school departments
for the
youngsters ot all grades; there
will be a fine high school department embodying household economy and manual arts. Especial attention is to be given to high school
studies and there is no eason why
an exceptionally fine term should
not be completed. Instead of planning to send students away from
Lordsburg next year, let us plan to
keep them in Lordsburg.
Let us
encourage the school board and faculty by keeping children of the
higher grades in the local school.

Agency at

Parlors

KM

Mullarkey & Dunca,

OffiCB,

85 Mine

LOEDSBÜBg

HOTEL
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Incorporation
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It isnt going to do EVERY- -

8

FIPfcST

8

for Lordsburg.
SHARE
Y0UR
' 00

8

THING
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PAINT UP!

"BED"
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Always The Best
Of What?
Fine bottled wines, and all classes
of Liquors. A special holiday, line of
WHISKEY - WINES & CIGARS
For the Best Keg Beer in town call
at the Clifton Bar. Always Excellent

j

!

j

Clifton Ear'
J. S. BROWN, Proprietor

;

CARLISLE A BOOMING CAMP
George H. and George F. Utter.
of Steeplerock, N. M., were here the l!!IIEI!!!!!!!!I!!!i!!!l!IE!l!illl!!i:iliI!!!il!l!iill!I!ii!ll
last of the week en route from Silver City to the Carlisle mine. They
report the camp as booming.
The new mill which has been in

.

(

MADE FROM CREAM OF TARTAR
DERIVED FROM GRAPES

patriotism

shown by the National Guardsmen
of Silver City, Doming and other

cmra!lKd

o

ft

compliment was paid the
local mining camp this week by a
man who has been in the district
on the mission of securing options
for mining interests in other parts
of the state. His statements were
to the effect that this camp presents the most conservative opportunity offered in the Souhwest today to outside capitah The owners of properties are willing to present a reasonable proposition to
the mining man with money. The
high price of copper has not jumped the prices of claims
h
as
it has in most places. Claim holders without funds are willing to
give the investor and developer a
chance in this section. It is a rare
compliment of which Lordsburg
may feel proud.

Cleaning, Pressing, Altering

S5g

s,

I

KEG BEER ON TAP

Lordsburg

weeK.

PUMPKIN HILL ITEMS .
SANITARY PICKLES
The Impure food inspector was
in Pumpkin Hill Monday and inspected two barrels of Dill pickles
that Slick Deadbeat has had in
his store for the past thirty-tw- o
years. Slick had to make an extra
trip to Cabbage Hollow, the reserved seat of Pumpkin County, on
account of this, as Slick has been
in business only thirty-twyears,
and got hold of the pickles when
he took the store from Seb Crook,
on an even trade for Seb's team
of black mules. Slick had to get
a little history of the pickles, so
he could give the inspector an intelligent answer when he asked
in what year the pickles were sentenced, but the records in the sheriff's office don't go back that far,
and the best that Sick could do
was to estimate the age to the best
best of his eyesight and imagin
ation, which showed conclusively
that these poor pickles first saw
the sprig of dill forty one years
ago. Abe Crook testifies that his
grandfather, Seb Crook, got the
pickles nine years before he made
the mule trade with Slick, and the
inspector informs us that after he
took a peep at the refreshments.
he conceded Abe's testimony to be
correct.
There is a ruling in
Pumpkin County that all mer- cnants are required to add new
water to barreled garden truck ev
ery five years, as that is the time
in which the weather bureau esti
mates that one filling of water
According to
will evaporate.
these figures, Silck's pickles have
been drowned eight times, using
two hundred gallons of water,
These figures will be of great in
terest to the average' reader of the
Pumpkin Hill News, Slick says, as
they will show that any trace of
impurity that 'was in the pickles
at the time when they were can
ned forty one years ago, would
have been all washed out by this
To be on the safe side in
time.
these days of typhoid fever, bull
weavel and nettle rash, get your
dill pckles at Slick Deadbeat's
store, for forty one years the lead
ing pickles in Pumpkin Hill and
Gooseberry Township

L. ALLEI, Proprietor

J.

Tlifi

Morif Star Urn

stalled at the Carlisle mine, was
completed on May 10, when it was
to have been placed in operation
The mill is up to date in every res
Under New Management
pect and will have the capacity of
treating 75 to 85 tons of ore dailv
The equipment includes a crusher,
jolls, tables, jigs, etc.. and will
prove to be the proper equipment
for the Carlisle ores. An oil flo
Large
Juicy Beers
tation unit is to be added later.
When the mill is in operation
Finest Wines, Liquors, Spurs, Ropes
it will be the first milling done at
this famous old property since the
and Gentlest Bar Saddle Horses
old stamp mill was closed down 27
years ago.
There has been an electric light
plant installed for lighting up the
new mill, while another plant is used for the mine. A pipe line bis
been installed which brings water
to the camp from a spring a mile
away, it being pumped over the
PBOPBKTOB
hill.
.There are a little' over 300 people in the camp at the present time ll!iil!l!llH!ii!!í!!l!l!!!!i!;
and more are arriving daily., It is
reported that the camp is soon to
have a motion picture theater and
FREE AUTQ BUS
other places of amusement.
MtCTS ALL TRAINS

Ü
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Forgotten?
You can t write memorandas on the first piece
of paper you see and
expect to find them when
you really need them, but

you can make
use of an

MEMO BOOK
It will hide in your vest

poclcet and there is all

data, indexed for instant
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for Every Business

ANNOUNCEMENTS
and Profession
Under this head, during the coming months, before the primaries,
will be carried the announcements
of all who wish to present their
names to the voters at the pri
maries or n the general election in
November
This will, of course,
necessitate the une of the these
columns for from six to ten months
and at the regular advertising
rates will be worth all that is asked for the service, which for the
offices will be as follows:
All Classes of Loose Leaf Forms for Sale by
For all County officers, $10.00.
WESTERN LIBERAL, LORDSBURG, N. ML
For all District officers. $15.00.
Get our Catalogue
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CAFE
if CONNECriOJf

HILL

RANK L CRAMPTON. nan.
HATU i. 00 Pf & 0ALa up
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plan

RAILS $1.00 AND LT

EL PASO, TEXAS
Cators particularly to Mining and Cattlemen and their fun,n;.
Ladies' dinning room will seat one hundred persons buffet for men will aeat
sixty persons. Eleven private dining rooms for banquets and private dinners,
will seat ninety persons.

It's Free':

A Scene aü the Ball Park

THIS IS THE EKÍCEST UTTLE L'OTE CN TEE OVERLAND

TfUIL

Mr. Day of the

Protect Yourself and Family
With Insurance In

American Nat'l Insurance

The local U. S. Commissioner
block of guaranteed
outfit from his home in has a small
good
or
Fa8adena, Calif. He will remain script left lands. forItsurveyed
is selling for
here a short time looking after bus- $22 per acre in 40 acre tracts.
Must be sold by Saturday.
iness Interests.

Co.

Foster-Da- y

Oí Galveston. Thu
Address enquiries to Box 882. Lordnburg

REDROCK AUTO
STAGE LINE
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The Kind You llave Always Bonght, and thlch has been
m use ior oyer tut vi'iirn. n nil vti a inn irn.tnM
and has been made under his personal supervision alnce Its Infancy.
I
t
Allnnr nn nA .!
Cnnntjrttta- Im tnHnn.
All
i
nt a T..
.Experiments that trifle xrith and endanger
health of
Infants and Children Experience against the
Experiment.

23.

J.J.

Sitth, 0 O.
MALiiti, U.K.

What
a
Castorla

1

Meet tke thin Thursday night tt
each HKiuib. YialUug brothers

Gznvmz

CF WORLD

NOTICE

CASTOR I A alvay S
Bears the Signature of

I'AMF Mo. M
& Itb Saturday light at tit

Meal! exerjr fnd

JC.

of P. HALL
K. M. Fltlier, C. O.
U. 11. Keynolda Clark

2. O. O. IF1..

LORDSBURO LODGE No. W
Meets every Monday ntaht at 8 o'oloek
visiting Orotbera invited to attend
S. K. Cass, Noble Grond

J.

H.

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Havo Always Bought

Clauk, Secretary

4. 5. 6. 7, t. 11. 12,
19,
Sec.
H'i, ÍT-YNVSNEW.
SEíNEW.
SKiSWtf Sec. 23, Wyi
Ml of Sec. 26, E;i Sec.
31, 12, T. 22S., R. 20W.,
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The New Mexico State University

Prop.

OFFERS YOU everything in liberal education and scientific training to be had in the great eastern universities.
PROOFS?
Its credits are accepted at face value
by all leading universities of America,
OFFERS YOU close contact with professors whose firBt and only
business is to TEACH YOU and who take a personal interest in YOU and YOUR advancement
that is not possible in great colleges where professors cannot hope to learn even the names of
students. OFFERS YOU constant contact with New Mexico resources aud
opportunities; contact with the people and environment you'll need to know after college days are
done; contact that you can CASH
OFFERS YOU climate free from smoke, fog. cold and rain sure
health and added vigor for college work.
OFFERS YOU all these at less than half the expense of attendance on any distant university
'

DINNER

REGULAR

We give a first class regular
Dinner every day for 35c.
Our regular service is said
by all who try it to be the
best in town.

trial and be

Give us a

convinced.

5

EXPENSE

AT AN ACTUAL

OF

JI95.C0

A.

in

'
A YEAR

I

For Catalogue and Full Information
Address D. R. BOYD, President, Albuquerqne, New Mexico

test

every machine that
We
leaves our shop.and cover it with

4

our guarantee.

' You Need a Tonic
There are times In every woman's Jlfe when 6he
needs a tonic to help her over'' the hard places.
When that time comes to you, you know what ionic
to take Cardui, the woman's tonic. Cardui is
of purely vegetable ingredients,, which, act
gently, yet surely, on the weakened womanly, organs,
and helps build them back to strength and health.
It has benefited thousands and thousands of weak,
ailing women in its past half century of wonderful
success, and it will do the same for you.
You can't make a mistake in taking
torn-pos- ed

Write U For Prices

El Puo, Texa

Deprimen, of the Interior. Unit-- -!Office at La Cruce, . " "
ven that rred
hereby
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on May
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H. Millar,
2S, ISIS
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Range
E'X,NEV4 Section 80, Townhip 88 8.,
notice
80 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ha filed
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of Intention to make final three year
-. .
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a
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w .'i.rk William R. Hughes, all of Clover

t.ir.

mv6jui'2 '
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FOB PUBLICATION

NOTICE

.

fireproof building, elegantly
moderately priced, is situated just two blocks from the electric railway station where trains
leave every few; minutes for the
many popular seashore resorts surrounding this city, and close to ail
the large department stores, theaters, cafes, etc., which make it a
very Ideal place to stay during your
vacation. The guests at the Hotel
Northern are amongst the most delightful people one could meet, and
the huge lobby offers a common
meeting place for congenial people, and by its social pleasures one
forgets the cares and worries of
business back home.
Our auto bus meets all trains,
taking you to and from the station
without charge. Free garage and
parking accommodations for your
automobiles.
Write for folders, rates, reservations.
NORTHERN HOTEL CO.,
Los Angeles, California.

íirms, hotels, drug stores, and y
line of business using stick-ir- s
can be supplied at this office.
(Vrite for samples or call and se;
resigns, rrtces as low as 3000 for
ev-tr-

$1.

Trade at home.

just issues riAHcribes. thoroughly
the claim, in a complete but briei
manner, and in one which any per
son can understand.

18,

Men to sell nursery
Wanted:
stock. Steady employment. Paid
weekly.
FOR SALE
Established forty years.
Ottawa,
20 High Grade two year old Dur- Ottawa Star Nurseries,
Kansas.
2t
ham Bulls, price if taken at once,
$85.00. These bulls have been cakRanch for Rent: For sheep or
ed on the grass through the win- goats. 12 miles west of Lordsburg.
Improvement. Early rain.
ter and are in fine condition. Ad- Water.
Enquire at Liberal.
dress J. W. Gillespie, Hillsboro, N.

NWWSNVM,
Wyi Sec. 25,
of
Sections 30,
All
All of Sections 1, 2, 3,
aec. ii,
oi
ut
15, 16, 17, 21, 22, NW)4, S'A Sec. 23,
24. All of Sec. 25. T. 22S.. R. 21W..
24,

27.

w.

l.

tu

..
EKVIEIM,

VA6.

John L. Burnside Register.

SUBSCRIPTIONS NOW DUE

1--

State

MINERAL APPLICATION SERIAL NO. 013349
on Ice. Lea cruce, new
United Statu
Mexico, March 28, 1916.
Notice I hereby given that W. H. Small and
W. P. Smith, of Lordsburg, Grant County,
New Mexico,
have made application for a
mineral patent to tbe GOOD NIGHT Lode
Mining Claim, Sur. No. 1078. situate In Vir
ginia Mining District. County of Grant and
State of New Mexico, covering along the
lode and vein of same from the discovery
point N. 7 degreea, 11 minutes E. 1271.66 ft
and 8. 67 deg. rl rain. W. 218 ft., and located
in SV, NWVi of Sec. 18, and bev, iNfc
See. 14, T. 2$ 'S., R. 1
W.. N. M. P. M.,
Beginning at
and described as ' follows :
phorphry
1,
rock
a
Cor. No.
I x I 21 Ins.,
tet 18 Ins. in the ground, with mound of
whence the hi Sec.
tone chiseled
kr. between Beca. 18 and 14, T. 21 8., R.
M.
W..
M..
beam S. 2 deg. 08
N.
P.
It
otin. W. 77. ft.; thence N 41 deg. tit rain.
W. 474.62 ft. to Cor. No, 2. thense N. 61
to Cor. No. I;
Ore. 64 min. E. 1462.10 ft,
thence S. 41 deg. 89 mln. E. 2U9.92 ft. to
Cor. No. 4 ; thence 8. 18 deg. 06 mln. E. 800.66
ft. to Cor. No. t: thence S. 7 deg. 12 mln.
W. 1364.76 ft., to Cor. No. 1, the place of
Containing 17.207 acre, after
beginnning.
excluding .086 acres in eonflict with the Jim
Variation at all
Crow Lode, Sur. No. 161.
ornera 26 min. E. Adjoining and conflicting
by
plat
the
of survey, are
latan, aa shown
Lode, Sur. No. 1606, and Royal
Uckhart
Lode. Sur. No. 1608, on the East; Jim Crow
Lode, Sur. No. 1619, on the North; and Ex
celsior Lode, Bur. No. 1612, extending across
No other
'Mmri nortion of said claim.
adjoinnig or conflicting claima known,
location of this
i The notice of orgtnal
njaim Is ot record in me ornee oi we vounty
Jlerk of Grant County New Mexico, In Book
2
of Mining Locations, at Page 848.
26
Jehn L. Burnside, Register,
Mar. ay
publication i March 29. 1916
Lest Publication! May 26, 1916.
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If you
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live in
the rural
districts and X
want anything

n:

i?3rV-

TLV. I

this season for your

farm in our line
lumber, tiling, limé;
cement, etc. you can't
do better than call on us.

LA

5S5kya teso
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Our experience is at your
service to heló you. Prices low
and everything of best grade. X
XJ
Our honest treatment of customers hz X
1
been long established.
You are not X

taking

any chances by buying from us.

W. F. RITTER, Lordsburg, New Mexico

Real Estate

Insurance

hingstar & mistiiiii
14 Leading Fire Insurance Companies

i

HOISTS, mining, milling and
power machinery at prices that
will surprise you.

Durango Street,

Despite the high price of paper

ihe Western Liberal has contract-i- d
for gummed stickers at prices
lower than those before the war.
Designs for garages, insurance

ind

Mine Machinery

115

17,

KUBT. P.
Commissioner of Public Lands,
of New Mexico.
First Publication March 17, 1916.
Last Publication May 26. 1916.

College Year Opens August 22nd

WRECKING

Src.

16,
22,

The Commissioner of Public Lands of New
Mexico, or his avent holding such sale, re
serves the riirht to reiect any ar,d all bids
offered at said sale. Possession under con
tracta of sale for the above described tract
will be given on or before October 1, 1916.
ui
Witness my nana ana inc oiucisi
he State Land Office this 10th day of March,

Lordsburg, N. M.

SOUTHWESTERN

14,

law.

For Board, Lodging, University Fees, Becks, etc.

Up-To-Date-C- afe

13,

containing 40,469.28 acres. The improvements
on this land consist of two wells and wind
mills, value $1120. No bid will be accepted
for less than three dollars ($3.00) per acre.
The above sale of lands will be subject
to the following terms and conditions, vis.:
The successful bidder must pay to the
Commissioner of Public Lands, or his agent
h
oi
the
holding
such
sale,
land;
by him for the
prices offered
4
per
cent
interest in advance ior
the balance of such purchsse prices; the
fees for advertising and appraisement and
all costs incidental to the sale herein, and
each and all of said amounts, must be deposited in cash or certified exchange at the
time of aale, and which said amounts and all
to forfeiture to the
of them are subject
State of New Mexico if the successful bidders do not execute a contract witl.in thirty
Jays after it haa been mailed to them by
the State Land Office, said contract to provide for the oavmcnt of the balances of the
purchase prices of said tracts of land in thirty
rqual, annual installments, witn interest on an
deferred payments at the rate of four per
cent per annum, in advance, payments and
interest due on October 1st of each year,
and such other conditions, obligations, reservations and terms as may be required by

Cet Holfl of These Facts

Elmo Cafe

FOR PUBLICATION.

PUBLIC LAND SAI E.
Office of the Commissioner of Public Lands,
State of New Mexico.
Santa Fe, New Mexico, March 10, 1916.
Notice is hereby given that pursuant to
the provisions of an Act of Congress approved June X, 191U, the laws of the Stair
f New
Mexico, and the rules ana regula
01
Ullice, tnr
Land
the State
tions
of Public Lands will of
ommissioner
highest
r
at Public Sale, Jo- the
M..
3
o'clockon
P.
idilrr.
at
Saturday, June 17, 1916, in the town of Silver

Sections

g Attorney at Law, Wilcox, Arizona g
g rracuce in ruDiic lianas ana
J
Mining Law a Specialty,
s

W. M. MEAÑEY,

'

STICKERS FOR ALL PURPOSES

st.4w

LYMAN H. HAYS 1

It.

LISTEN TO THE CALL OF
OLD OCEAN, where the Joy of living, the charm of health, and tha
pleasures of recreation are all
CATTLE RANCH WANTED,
combined.
Tack your grip and
Responsible parties would buy come to the coast for a few weeks,
tocked cattle ranch up to $100,000 during the hot summer months,
where you can enjoy
fine, bracalue. Must be good range and ing and invigorating the
of the seaair
tock.
Address replies to West-r- n shore. The HOTEL NORTHERN,
of Los Angeles, a new and modern
Liberal.

office.

n front of .the court house therein, the fol
lowing described tract of land, viz.:
All of Sections 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, T. 21S., R.
1W., Ixts K 2, 3. 4, SliNEtf, S,"íNWtf, SWW,
SWVÍSEW. ESEK Sec. 1. All Sec. 30. All
Sec. 31, VA, NW54SWJÍ. SSWJÍ, WjNW. M.
K. .WW., All oi
ÍXC 34, 1.
Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, Lots 1, 2, 3, 4, SNE4,
SEKNW& Svi Sec. 5, All of Sections 6, 7,
i, 9, 10. 11, 17, 18, 20, 21, 28. NE!4, SV4 Sec 29,
All Sec. 30 T. 2JS., R. 19W., All of Sections

?SÍV.5S5?S3S
)

Modern laboratory.
at Western Liberal

e,

-

Invite.
J. L. WKLLS, W. M.
U. 1'. Jbkfits, Secretary
WGOEMEN

io

Is
i'nstor Oil,
gorlc, Drops and Soothlnp Symps. It Is pleasnnt.PareIt
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotla
substance. Its age Is Its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverlshness. For more than thirty years it
has been In constant uso for jthe relief of Constipation,
Flatulency, Wind Colic, all Teething- Troubles and
Diarrhoea. It regulates the Stomach and Bowels,
assimilates the Food, giving healthy and natural alees.
The Children's Panacea The mother's Friend.

A. M.

.

hours.

24

Leave samples

MINING PROPERTY FOR SALB
NEW LOCATION NOTICES
Five developed silver and gold
bunk-housWestern Liberal has just
The
corrals
claims. Mill,
etc.
Mines have produced ovei gotten off the press a new edi$100,000.
Will sell claims and tion of mining location notices,
surface improvements for $7,000. according to the old form that was
.o popular with the people her
Enquire of F. V. Bush.
jut which was replaced by the ne
form some timé ago. The form

IA
CASTOR
harmless substitute for

.

lordsburg Lodge No. 30.
A.

Register

John L.Burnide.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, United States Land
Office at Las Cruces. N. M., April 28, 1916.
Notice Is hereby ajiven that Jeff E. Esell of
Playa, N. M., who on October Is, 1915. mii,
homeatead entry No. 0 12004 for S'J, Sectioi
V. Tovnshlp
27 8., Ran ire 17 W.. N. M. P
Meridian, haa filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described before George
Edmonds, U. 8. Commissioner, at H achila.
. U.. on the 16th day of June 191.
Claimant names as witnesses t
E. E. Orr, E. Orr, F. O. Sharp and P. M.
Egan. all of Pías-as-,
N. M.
may6jun2
John L. Burnside Register.

'A

I

J'fJ Meeting evary Tuea.
tmlu.
J Vliltlnf brother Insita.

V

pr2Smay2t

ASSAYING
WHERE TO SPEND
Copper, uold and silver assays,
YOUR VACATION
11.00. Accurate work. Returns in

fbr-nishe-

at ostoffice.

Pyramid Ledge No.
sr .r v

KOTK'E FOk PUBLICATION
Department of th Inlrrlor, U. B. Land OfflM
at La Croo.. N. M., April 22, 11.
Is hereby arlyen that Iloman Arnold
Notf
of Animaa N. M., who on Ortxiber 1, 1915
entry No. 011791 for 8
ml. homeetead
Section 17, Township 27 S.. Ranita 1 W N
P. Meridian, haa filed notice of intentioi
to maka final threa year proof to catablUl
claim to tha land abova dmcribed, befora A. B.
Ward. U. 8. Commiiufoncr, at Animaa, N. M.,
on tha 7th ay of June, 1916.
Claimant tiamea aa witnesaea:
William W. Jones. John F. Hurn, Robert L
Dupuy. William E. Stivers, all of Animas, N.
M.

Children Cry for Fletcher's

Leaves Lordsburg Wednes- day and Saturday mornings
with mail. Special attention
given to passenger service,
to and from Redrock.
SAM TURMAN, Prop.
Leave cans

SPECIAL LAND SCRIPT

cattle

Foster-Da- y

outfit near Duncan, was here the
first of the week en route to the

M
HI

k4
V

rv

"3

m

The Woman's Tonic
Miss Amelia Wilson, R. F. D. No. 4, Alma, Ark.,
says: "I thlrfk Cardui Is the greatest medicine on earth,
for women. Before I began to take Cardui, I was
so weak and nervous, and had such awful dizzy
spells and a poor appetite. Now 1 feel as well and
as strong as I ever did, and can eat most anything."
Begin taking Cardui today. Sold ,by,all dealers.

it,

V

Has Helped Thousand

íTT fTI

)

i

T

May 1916.

TT'TT

if,

W'i

NOTICE rOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, United 8 ta tea Land
Office at Laa Cruces, N. M April 11, It) 16.
Notice la hereby given that Catharine Nel- oh. of Animaa, N. M., who, on March 7, 1918,
nade homestead entry NO. 08144 for N 8t
SK'i ; NC(4 SW'i, Section 17, Township
10 8
Range 20 W., N. M. P. Meridian, ha
Ued notice of Intention to make final .three
rear proof, to establish claim to the land above
leacribed. before A. B. Ward, U. 8 Com mis.
loner, at Anima, N, M., on the I6th day of

"H-- i

Claimant names aa witnesses t
Preston L. Ward. Kittle L. Ward, James N.
(saaea. Holmes Maddox, all of Animas, N. M.
Jobs L. BMrosltte, KeyUtett
Aar tl VUyttf
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mMú Touring Car SeniiGes?
W. M. BENTLEY.

ANY TIME

ANY PLACE
Reasonable Rates
v

Proprietor

..

..

Careful Drivers

VWWWVWVVWVWV WWÍVWWW4A W WWV

WWW
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Nesch's Sanitary Bakery
Nesch's Butter Crust Bread
BEST

ON

EARTH

Every Loaf Wrapped

Lordsburg's First Class Bakery
Where ,Quality, Service and Satisfaction are guaranteed. Headquarters for everything in the bakery Line. Special orders for
Fancy Bakery Goods solicited. Phone orders delivered.
We Have the Easiness, and

w

Our Guarantee Protects You.
Thone 38
Out-of-Tow-

Paul Nescii, Proprietor

Want

YOUR

Business

Orders Solicited

n

C

12- -

JUltom, Manager

WEoTLUN LI BE It AL.

EXPERIENCE OF THOSE WHO RAISE SQUABS

studying the hieroglyphs the author
explains that In Maya inscriptions the
glyphs ara usually arranged In parallel columns and read two columns at a
timo from left to right at the top.
Soma inscriptions, however, occur In
horizontal bands. In which Case they
are read from left to right, taking
two glyphs at a time. Unlike the Egyptians, the Maya complicated their
writing by varying and augmenting
their elemental forms until a complete symmetrical picture. Oiling the
whole allottod space, was evolved. For
this reason there appear to be many
forms with the same meaning, which
have to be analyzed for their essontla!
characteristics. In some cases two entirely different forms represent the
same thing, and apaln the writer's Individual peculiarities In stylo caused
variations which are puzzling to the
student. Careless drawing and even
the material employed also caused variations and difficulties, which, together with those mentioned, have led the
author to use another form ot classification than by appearances alone.
Ho advocates an arrangement into
two groups, the first consisting of the
glyphs used In counting, and the second, those having an explanatory
meaning.
Most of the glyphs whoso
meanings have been determined fall
within the first group, though the
names of the principal gods, the Signs
of the cardinal points and their associated colors, and some glyphs with
astronomical significance, are Included
in the second.
Mr. Morley says that the theory
most generally accepted is that the
Maya glyphs are chiefly Ideographic,
complete
some
each
presenting
thought, although they are sometimes
phonetic also. This kind of writing
has been called ikonomattc, but It Is
more familiarly known to us as rebus
or puzzle writing. The picture ot an
eye, for instance, recalls not an eye
but the sound of the word, and means
the personal pronoun I, the principle
being that of homophones, or words
and characters which sound alike but
have different meanings, such as were
used also by the Aztecs In their

AIDS STUDY OF
HAYA WRITIIÍGS

A

.

jr:,-

Smithsonian Institution Issues
Textbook on Ancient Indian
Hieroglyphs.
IS WELCOMED BY STUDENTS
Explains How Writings Wers Made,
How Indians Reckoned Time and
How They Performed Their
Processes of Mathematics,
Washington. The bureau of American ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution has recently Issued a textbook, an archcological primer so to
speak, for the study of the ancient
writings of the Maya Indians who have

.S
iX

Carneaux and Runt Cross Pigeons,
Pnpared

t'nltod States Department of Agriculture.)

by the

allowed their pigeons
than
free range. Tlarley, rye, sorghum seed,
and prepared mixed pigeon feeds were
Most
additional feeds mentioned.
farmers who did not keep their pigeons confined fed only grains which
they raised, such as corn, wheat and
oats. Twelve per cent mixed fine salt
with grit and oyster shall, and S per
cent fed the salt dissolved In the
drinking water. Oyster shell and grit
wore supplied by most breeders. A
few used special tonics during the
molting period. Only 33 per cent reported the uso of tobacco stems or
leaves, as agair-- t 50 per cent among
the larger breeders.
The diseases most frequently mentioned were canker, going light, and
roup. The principal method of treatment was prevention; by keeping
clean, using disinfectants
freely, and killing sick or diseased
pigeons. Remedies mentioned for preventing sickness were the use of kerosene oil, permanganate of potash, lime,
copper sulphate, carbolic acid, quassia
chips, epsom salts, Venetian red, tincture of gentian, or a tonic in the drinking water. Dry sulphur and diluted
peroxide of hydrogen were used In
treating canker, and kerosene oil fot
one-hal-

In order to secure the benefit of tho
practical experience of those who raise
squabs for profit, both on a largo
scale and tn small lots, the poultry
Investigations branch of the United
States department of agriculture addressed a list of questions to a large
The pigeon
number of breeders.
breeders showed a good spirit of cooperation and 22 breeders who keep
from SOO to 2.200 pigeons, and a large
number of those who keep less than
S00 pigeons answered the questions.
Tho following summary of the replies
Is taken from Farmers' Bulletin No.
84, "Squab Raining."
The large breeders reported keeping
the Homer" and Carneaux varieties
almost exclusively for squab raising,
with a comparatively small number of
til o Dragon, Maltose Hon, and White
King mentioned. All except one breeder kept their pigeons confined. The
birds were mated at from Ave to seven
months old, the average mating age
being 5.7 months.
Wheat, corn, kafir, corn, Canada
peas, millet, and hemp were the grains
most commonly fed, while a number of
ether grains. Including peanuts, grass
seed, oats, buckwheat, sunflower seed,
rice, Egyptian corn, cowpcas, and mllo
maize wore also used. About
of the breeders reported the use of
some kind of green feed, including a
wide range of such material. The
oso of rock salt was reported by one-haof the breeders, loose table salt
by
and table salt baked Into
hard lump by the rent. About 16
per cent used some extra feed, such as
millet or hemp seed, during tho molting period, while several who did not
uso any special feed for assisting tho

f

inhabited the Atlantic coast plains of
southern Mexico and northern Central
America from time immemorial. The
Is entitled "An Introduction to
Hie Study of the Maya Hieroglyphs,"
and Is a new form for tho diffusion of
knowledge In relation to one branch
of American archeology.
The author of this new book, Mr.
Sylvanus OriBwold Morley of the
Institution of Washington, believes that his work will be welcomed
by students; the writings of many
previous investigators, designed to
meet the needs of the specialist rather
than the beginner, are In the main too
advanced and technical for general
Mr.
Consequently
comprehension.
Morley begins his work at the beginning, explaining what Maya hieroglyphs are and how they are made.
how these people reckoned time, per
formed their processes of mathemat
ics, their method of numeration and In
scription, and so on; all well Illustrated with numerous plates and figures which graphically Bhow the reader many things.
Cbt-neg-

A Dwindling

picture-

-writings.

Maya Tims Reckoning.
The writer devotes a chapter to
Maya time reckoning, another to arithmetic; be then enters Into a detailed
study and translation of the inscriptions found on monuments, and finally
takes up the texts drawn from the codices or hieroglyphic manuscripts
It was duo to Mr. Morley's researches that the oldest dated antiquity in America was recently Identified and described by the Smithsonian
Institution ; the Tuxtla statuette dated

Race.

the flrBt chapter Mr. Morley
writes briefly on the habitat, history,
and manners and customs of the Maya,
in order that the student may gain a
general idea of the remarkable people
whose glyphlc and calendar svstems
are presented for study. There are
now about 20 tribes speaking various
dialects of the Maya language, perhaps
a million people In all. living in
roup. A few allowed dlseaped pigeons half
general region their ancestors oc- 100 B. C.
the
their freedom when they had beeu cupied. Yucatan. Campeche. Tabasco,
rekept confined. About
Guatemala, and Honduras GENERAL 0BREG0N AND BRIDE
ported some loss from rats, but most Chiapas,
were all inhabited by the forbears of
of tho larger breeders made their pens this race, who were actually the van
Losses from hawks and cats
civilization In the New World; but
were reported In some cases where the of
today there is only the remnant of a
pigeons were allowed their freedom.
once remarkable
dwindling race,
The average yearly profit from each civilization beingtheir
thing
of the past,
a
20
cents
pair of breederr varied from
practically
customs
manners
and
their
to $7.50, and averaged $2.2!). The forgotten
profit from breeders who sold stock
Emerging from barbarity, probably
largely for breeding purposes varied
from $10 to $20 per pair. The average during the flrBt or second century of
i "v. V" 1
yearly feed cost per pair varied from the Christian era. with excellent sculpture and a system of elaborate and in40 cents to
4. and averaged $1.32.
Fifty-fivper cent sold squabs for mar volved hieroglyphs, bespeaking hoth
ket only, 33 per cent both for market skill and high mentality which must
and as breeders, and 12 per cent for have taken at least two centuries to
For
The number ot evolve, they began to develop
breeders only.
squabs marketed from each pair ol four hundred years they expanded and
breeders varied from 6 to 22, and av grew until. In the sixth century, the
eraged 13.8; the weight per dozen Golden Age of the Maya was reached.
squabs varied from 4 to 18 pound", and Dut after that their civilization either
averaged 10.1 pounds. Squabs were collapsed, having run its natural
1
marketed at from 8 to 6 weeks; the course, or they were driven from their
any
by
stronger
people
a
At
homes
average being 4.2 weeks. The average price for the year received per event, no dates later than those of
dozen squabs varied from 60 cents to their Cycle 9. toward the end of our
sixth century, have been found in their
$6 and avoraged $3.01.
Runt Cross.
old southern cities.
Customs of the Mayas.
molt supplied these grains In their reg- LEGS AND LIVER OF CHICKEN
Mr. Morley mentions many of the
used hoppers
ular rations.
Maya customs which are of Interest.
tn feeding the pigeons.
supplied tobacco Make Hens Scratch for Their Food, They disfigured and tattoed their faces
About or.e-baJÍ7
Advises Poultry Expert Fat
in accordance with their religious befur-stems as the entire or fur part of the
Fowls Make Records.
was striven for. and
liefs; squint-eynesting material, and hay and straw
the youths had their faces scalded to
were commonly usod, while others
and
There is a correlation between the prevent the growth of beards The
used pine needles, cut
oí, Alvaro Obregon and bis band'
reported free- legs and the liver ot a chicken. Liver men decorated their whole bodies with
alfalfa stems. One-hal- f
activity Is absolutely necessary for red paint, and the women all except some bride. Señora Maria Tapis de
dom trocí all diseases and about
gave canker as a common cause egg production, so make the hens their faces, for In that day modesty Obregon, who were married recently,
scratch for their food, Is the advice of decreed that the face should be left General Obregon is" one of thr most
of sickness. .
The average annual profit per pair N. L. Harris, superintendent ot poul- un painted. The women were chaste trusted advisers of General Carranza,
of breeders varied from 82 cents to $3, try, Kansas State Agricultural college. and modest; when pnsstng men on the by whom he was appointed secretary
'All grains should be fed In a deep road they stepped aside turned their of war Obregon lost his right arm In
and averaged 11.52; tho feed cost from
0S cents to $2, with an average of litter," says Mr. Harris.
"Oat. straw backs, and hid their faces In a retiring one of his battles with Villa.
$1.32. All sold squabs for market. The or alfalfa hay Is good for this purpose. manner. On marriage the young husaverage price for the year rocelved per Hens should be fed liberally but should band was obliged to vork for his board "GASOLINE JAG"
IS LATEST
dozen squabs varied from $2 to $4.62, not be fed until they are willing to at the homo of his wire's parents for
five or six years, but the mother-in-lawork for their food."
and averaged $3.43.
The number of squabs marketed
fallacy that a saw to It that her daughter fed him Topera in Dry Oklahoma Don't Drink
There is an
Liquid But Inhale Fumes,
pigeons
pair
varied from hen can become too fat to lay. Ex- well. The Maya were of a Jealous naof
from each
Says OH Man.
10 to 20, and averaged 13.1; the weight periments have been carried on to de- ture, and divorces were frequent, and
Polygamy was unper dozen squabs varied from 8 to 11 termine the laying ability of fat and easily effected
Pittsburgh. Out In Oklahoma, where
pounds, and averaged 9 pounds. Squabs lean hens and in every instance the known. Men suffered death for adul- prohibition adds to the natural aridity
were marketed at four weeks, except fat hens have outlaid the lean ones. tery, but the woman's Infamy was con- of
climate, the thirsty find solace
from two farms, where the average The egg begins its formation with tho sidered sufficient punishment for her. In the
according to W
age of marketing was given as four yolk, which is practically all fat, and Widows or widowers might marry M "gasoline Jags."
Daugherty. an oil man from the
f
ceremony
partakweel.s.
other
and
than
so it is absolutely essential that a hen without
state, while visiting
fields of
Data Secured From 8mall Breeders, have excess fat before eggs are ing of a meal in the house of the es- Pittsburgh that
friends.
It was considered Improper
A large number of replies were re- formed. A hen does not cease laying poused.
"Gasoline gives a very satisfactory
ceived from breeders who kept leas from an oversupply of fat in the opin tor a Maya to marry his mother-in-law- ,
.
or aunt by marriage, Jag, I understand." Mr Daugherty rethan 300 pigeons. Their answers In ion of Mr. Harris, but because her legs
marked, during a Conversation with
ten eral agreed with those from the and liver are not working to their full although he could marry a first cousin. friends In the North side police sta
Thclr.bospitallty knew no bounds, and
large pigeon breeders, although they capacity.
the upper cIhsbos entertained one an- tlon "They don't drink It, you know
were more varied. Many farmers obDrinking was so In- They Inhale the vapor.
jected to pigeons, claiming that they SHIPMENT OF DAMAGED EGGS other regally.
"The effect Is about the same as
dulged In at their banquets that the
carried diseases and all kinds of verA habit Is acquired
wives of the guests were often obliged that of whisky.
min among stock and fowls, dirtied May
Be Basis of Proceedings Under to come for their husbands and drag If Its use Is kept up very long and
cisterns used for holding rainwater,
Pur Food and Drugs Act, Rules
them home. The military efficiency ot persons who have Inhaled much of It
and ate grain from the fields and
It finally
very
Department,
the Maya was of a high degree; each get Just like dope fiends
few
stated
that
A
farmers
barns.
blond
apparently
In
death,
the
results
city
bad
by
chosen
to
supported
were
soldiors.
beneficial
the
the pigeons
The United States department of the community, who organized and breaking down."
farms and ate many weed seeds. The
men in time
number of pigeons In farm sections agriculture has given notice that the drilled all the
Wedding Anniversary
not kept confined was reported to be Interstate shipment of bad eggs may of war. During the eloventh and Seventy-SeconMitchell. S. D. Mr. and Mrs. E. R
diminishing greatly as the country be- be made the basis of proceedings un twelfth centuries three of the embry-onlMaya nations are supposed to Johnson observed their seventy-seconcame more thickly settled
der the pure food and drugs act. This
Other varieties of pigeons men- applies only when the eggs are to be have formed a triple alliance, but fur- wedd.iig anniversary with a dinner
ther centralization of government which the nlr.ety year-olbride helped
tioned. In addition to those reported used for food purposes.
When they are to be used for tan failed, and the Spanish invaders found to prepare. The Johnsons were mar
from the large pigeon farms, were the
Hunt and the common pigeon. A tew ning or in other tochnlcal ways they the country In a chaotic state with a ried at Wilmington, N. Y on April 14
breeders separated the Boxes during may be shipped Interstate, provided number of Independent petty chief- 1854. They have three children llv
Ing, one of whom, a Civil war vet
the molting period: that Is, during late they are denatured in such a way that tains.
eran, maket his boms with his par
How to Read Maya.
summer and early tall. Slightly mors they are worthless r food purposes.
In taking up the introduction for ents
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FOSSIL REL1Í1CIS
Unusual Case Tried Over Bones
of MastodorHn Tennessee
Court.
.

COYS MAKE THE CISCCVERY
Court Are Asked to Decide Whether
the Remain Belong to Discoverer or the Owner'
of the Farm.
Halls, Tenn. An unusual case has
tried over the bones of a
mastodon by the Lauderdale county
circuit court at Ripley, Tenn. A few
weeks ago two little boys, David Darnell and Cherrell Boone, were setting
traps on the farm of N. D. Salisbury,
five miles northwest of here. One
of the boys hurt his foot on what
they thought to be the end ot a large
horn. Their crrloslty was aroused
by the unusual size of the object, and
the Boone boy went for his father
to assist them in digging It out.
Tusk Weighs 98 Pounds.
The father, Ellis Boone, came with
Implements- - and dug out a tusk
weighing ' 98 pounds and 5 feet
8 inches long.
Another tusk was
found, but was broken In prying it
out of the ground. A jawbone with
four teeth was unearthed. The teeth,
when removed fora the bone, weighed
five and a fourth pounds each and
were In perfect condition. Several
other bones were found.
There was also found the jawbone
ot some other animal, with the teeth
In It.
The back teeth of this animal
are an Inch long and worn, denoting
that It was very aged when it died.
Salisbury contended that as the
bones were found on his farm they
were his.
He had them replevlned
from Etoone.
Uoone contended that
by right of discovery they should be
his.
Goes to 8upreme Court,
The hearing was before Esquires
Klnley and Dunavant. One thousand
people were present. A decision was
rendered In favor of Salisbury. Boone
then appealed to the circuit court and
that court decided tn Boone's favor.
Now Salisbury appeals to the supreme
court of the state and that high body
will pass on the case.
Local authorities are of the opinion
that there Is no law, ancient or modern, to Just fit the case, and that the
final decision will govern all such
cases In the future. Salisbury was
represented In the trial by T. C. Gor
don of Dyersburg and W. C. Patten
of Halls. Boone was represented by
W. N. Beasley of Halls.
The mastodon Itself is said to have
been the only party within a considerable distance who didn't mani
fest some interest In the case.
JiiRt been

FIND

20

INDIAN

SKELETONS

Supposition That They Were Burled
Near Where They Fell
In Battle.
Oregon City. Ore. White excavating
for a basement near the river bank
men employed by Frank Busch have
uncovered 20 skeletons of Indians In

one hole.
The bodies are supposed to be the
remains of Indians killed In battle, for
In one or two cases arrow heads have
been found caught between the bones.
The first trace of the bones wan
found early In the week when the
workmen uncovered a skull. It was
burled by Itself and Mr Busch. who
has studied the find carefully, believes
that It belonged to a chief or leader.
To prevent disturbing the bones the
workmen began excavating tn another
place and they found a bole with a
radius of about six feet which Mr
Busch estimates contains the bones
of at least twenty Indians The skele
tons are lying like the spokes of an
wheel with .the skulls In the center.
Over the top of the grave was a thick
bard crust of baked clay that was
hardened like stone.
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Fly Poison Kills More CLilJrea
Than All Oilier Poisons Combine J

For Safety's Sake, Use
Is there In your home, anywhere
within baby's reach, a saucer ot
arsenic poisoned paper floating la
water, or a can with A sweetened
poisoned wick?

Daring-1913- ,
2S cum ot fly poiionlns'
were reported (rom 11 states) tn 1914, éf
CAsei from 14 states. ity paLtrm kill store
tíuldm Ikon all ether poixms ambintd.
Yet fly poison stUl Is left unguarded
except In the borne wbera mothers ban
,
Iptarnii til , ,h m tt ti r
efficient fly catcher and destroyer Is
j
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State Medical
The Journal of tbr V!cMg-aBoctety comments
in recent Issaet
"Symptoms ot arsenical poisoning are very
similar to those of cholera Infantum; undoubtedly a number of cases of cholera Infantum were really cases of, arsenical poinon-hi- g.
but denth, If occurring-- was attributed to
cholera Infantum.
"We repeat, arsenical fly destroymr es
arerianeeroua and should be abolished.
Health officials should become aroused to
prevent further loss of life from theirsouroa.
Our Michigan Legislature, this last session, .
passed a law regulating tho sale of polaoootis
fly papers."

W. Thum Co.
The O. & Rápida,
Mich.

Grand

What Puzzled Her.
A little girl, aged three, had been

breathlessly watching the terrible villain at the movies. When he reached
a railroad bridge she turned to her
mother and asked:
"Oh, muvver, what's he going to do
now?"
"He's going to blow up ' that
bridge."
"But, muvver," came back the small
Inquiring voice, "how can he get
enough bref?"

rrrs, rpir.FFST.F4i-T.rimck .
Htopped Uulcklv. Tlfty years of nnintermptetl
Hpllepay Medicine tatures
buowss of tr. Kline's
i
Vhmu.
lasting resolta. LAKOaTiuALllo-mjatUlNsS COMPAÍ.V, Had Uauk, N. JA47.

ik.

The mind cure may be all right
but the patlont must have a mind ot
his own to start with.
Red Cross lias Bine, much better, coea
farther than liquid blue. , Get from any
grocer. Adv.

The optimist generates a lot of hope
comes out.

that never

Why Thai Lsme Dack?
Morning lameness, sharp twinges
backwhen bending, or an
ache; each is cause enough to suspect kidney trouble. Get after the
cause. Help the kidneys. We
Americans go it' too hard. We
overdo, overeat and neglect our
sleep and exercise and so we are
fast becoming a nation of kidney
more deaths than
sufferers. 72
in 1890 is the 1910 census story.
Use Doan's Kidney Pills. Thousands recommend them.
all-da- y

A Wyoming Cue
,
Aron Holm,
says: "For fiftttrv TWi
teen yeara my back
troubled me. K I stood
for any length of- tlma
a sharp, cutting- pain
seized me and It also
on when I
came
stooped. Doan's Kidney Pills are the only
medicine that ever
me any noticeable relief and I continued uelnR them until cured. The trouble
baa never returned."
Cat Dsaa's al Any Stars), 60c a Bas
Cody,-Wyo.-

rTY

DOAN'S

FOSTER4IUURN CO.. BUFFALO. N. T.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever

Prompt Relief Permanent Cure

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta
ble
act surely
Dut gently on
the liver.
Stop after
dinner dis-

tresscure

'Carters!
TITTLE

IVER
PILIS.

!

indigestion.
Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes,
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL FRICE.

jenuine must bear Signature
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HAIR BALSAM
rprt1o of Btti.

Vitlet

1
sKtfi to rsMJtttdiudf-utAll of Washington's social gayeuea
tor fes
Color
1 1 Bity
re not confined to grownups. This
or Ihsulod tittir
U r
photograph shows Misa Lucy Foster
Porter, daughter of Congressman and
Mrs. S. O. Porter of Pennsylvania.
.i at m. e.
with her dog which she entered in the a
(HJ
Jwniuu BCr, W riu fur ours I ( f f
lecent dog show. Both Blie and the la Huuk
ot i'nuU
n.iu '!'. l.r. "
dog received many attautlons.
UiteitUJIiti.C-taUlilUsasi
.
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WESTERN LIBERAL.

HUGE

NOTICIAS DEL
ESTADO

SEV

FU)

De Interés para toda la gente
de Nuevo Mexico.

DrcIst

Rcccnmeíids
Fine Kidney Ilcdicine

DAL1

BY

U.S.

elephant butte project to
irrigate 185,000 acres in
the southwest.

W estara Newspnpar

tintín Nowa Bnrvlee.
Nuevo Mexico.
Las Ucencias de automóvil dadas
hasta hoy ente año st elevan al total

de 6.7S8.
La escuela de verano de la escuela
normal de Silver City se abrirá el 29
de mayo.
Fl Beflor y la Señora Charles A.
Hay nos de Santa Fé celebraron su
boda de plata.
John M. Moore, hijo, de Albuquerque, fué nombrado notario publico por
el Gobernador McDonald.
Lo cosecha de frutas en el valle de
Española será abundante este ano,
dice Samuel Eldot, do Cam ta.
"Billle" Alberts, veterano conductor
de pasajeros en la línea de Ros well del
Santa Fé, murió en un hospital en

RIO GRANDE HARNESSED
CAPACITY OF WORLD'S GREAT
EST RESERVOIR 115,0TO,0O0,OOO
CUBIC FEET OF WATER.

We have been wiling Dr. Kilmer'
Swamp Hoot for the psst seven years and
during that time we have never heard a
complaint. All of our customers speak
in the highest terms of the result obtain
ed from its use and all are well pleased
with it aa a kidney, liver and bladder
medicine.
We think it ia a fine remedy
and we aell a great quantity of it.
verv truly yours.
KON.
E. K. HA&RAII

Dniffgista.
Golden City, Mo.
Dec. 17th, 1915.
Swamp-RooDo For Yo- Will
Prove What
t
Rend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer k Co.,
ltinghamton. N. Y., for a sample size bottle. It will convince anvone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable information, telling about the kidneya and blad

dcr. When writing, be sure and mention
this paper. Regular 6 it v cent and
aira bottles for sale at all drag
tores. Adv.- -

.The average woman can praise her
Nws Service.
without beElephant Butte, N. M. Work has husband to other women
lieving one word she says.
been completed here on the Elephant
Butte daini a Uhited States reclamaDr. Pierce's Pelleta are nest for liver,
tion project which, by damming the
bowels and stomach. One little Pellet for
Rio Grande river, forms the great- a laxative
three for a cathartic Adv.
est storago reservoir in the world.
may owe every man a
Construction began five years ago.
world
The
The reservoir will feed an irrigation living, but a lot of them haven't sense
Clovls.
Dave y Alex Yeket, requeridos por system that will water 185,000 acres enough to show up on pay day.
la policía en Clayton, acusados de of land in New Mexico, Texas and
Smile on wash day. Tliat's when you use
robar caballos, fueron devueltos allí Mexico.
The dam blocks a cañón in the Rio Red CroM Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
de Oklahoma.
snow. All grocers. Adv.
Grande 120 miles north of El Paso.
El 18 de mayo será observado en It is the fifth of the government's
big
Upward.
las escuelas de este estado este año, Irrigation projects and will store the
"You should think of higher things."
como en años pasados, bajo el nom- entire flow
and flood of the river. The
"I do. I am unable to keep my
bre de "Día de Paz."
reservoir will hold 115,000,000,000 cu- mind off tbe price of meat and gas' C. W. Adams
fué elegido alcalde de bic fet of water which, 'reclamation
Hot Springs, condado de Sierra, la pri- sen ice experto say, would cover the oline."
mera población de este condado que state of Delaware to a depth of two
Important to Mothers
haya sido Incorporada.
feet
Examine carefully every bottle of
The dam stands 318 feet high and CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Alfredo Aragón, acusado do robo
de propiedad federal uniformes de is 1,674 feet long. It provides a road-wa- s infants and children, and see that It
across the cañón, IS feet wide,
"olive drab" fué disculpado en la
Bears the
and at its base is 235 feet thick.
corte federal en Santa Fé.
Signature
Territory to be irrigated by the res- In Use for Over SO Years
La demanda de carros para gar
nado Indica que las expediciones de ervoir lies In four valleys. For each Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
animales de Nuevo Mexico serán muy of these a diversion dam .and maine
canals are being constructed. Twenty-fivimportantes esta primavera.
Innocent.
thousand acres of land is on the
"Why, Mr. .Frontpew," exclaimed
Salomón Lucero y Benjamín Sala-zaMexican
side
of the river near Juarez. his pastor reprovingly, "I am surcada uno de diez y siete años, han
prised and grieved to see you comsido retenidos para el gran jurado en
FRANCE SPURNS PEACE OFFER ing out of a common liquor saloon."
Santa Fé acusados de robo.
"Well er you see," stammered Mr.
El permiso de abrir un nuevo banco Allies Will Not Cult Fighting Until Frontpew. "I er Just stepped in
de estado en Gallup fué concedido por
there to look at the mirror to see it
Germany Is Vanquished, Poin-car- e
el examinador "le bancos de estado
I had a smudge on my nose."
Declares.
Rufus H. Cartel a C. N. Cotton.
Nancy, May 1G. President Poin-care-,
Eugenio Niert de Albuquerque preGirt Paul Reveres for Zeps.
in on address here responded
sentó una petición en bancarrota anto to Germany's
Girl Paul Reveres now give warning
regarding
declaration
la corte federal, estimando bu crédito peace contained In the German reply of the approach of Zeppelins over
en $150 y sus deudas en $1,039.40.
London. They are telephone operators
to tho American note.
Prager Miller, que tiene montes de
"France does not want Germany tc attached to the telephone and who
pasto para ovejas a cincuenta millas tender peace," said the President, have volunteered to ride a bicycle
noroeste de Roswell, perdió 300 carne- "buti wants her adversary to ask for around to rouse their colleagues. All
go to the exchanges where there la a
ros & resultas de las recientes lluvias peace."
rush of business every time there Is an
frías.
known
The President then made
,S. M. Miller, que fué encontrado pa- clearly the only kind of peace which Impending raid.
There are now 420 women on night
deciendo de quemaduras y exposición would be acceptable to France. The duty
at the London telephone exal mal tiempo al exterior inmediato address was delivered at the Molitoi changes,
when there is a threatde su abrigo en la tierra en la reglón garrison before a large number oi ened raid and
hundreds more can be called
norte del condado de Chavez, ea mu- Lorraine refugees, to whom the Pres out. Between
80 and 90 per cent of
erto.
ident, after expressing bis sympathies the girls are on duty within half an
Los ciudadanos de Doming han or- and renewing promises of solidarity hour of the call being sent out.
ganizado un comité de vigilancia de and protection, said:
"France will not expose her posi100 miembros para mantener el órden
M. D. Meant Movin' Day.
en caso de que se produjera cualqui- tions to the dangers of new aggresTwo young negroes were on a Cenera revuelta a resultas de la cuestión sions.
tral avenue car. They talked of the
"Neither directly nor indirectly work they had done that day. One
mejicana.
peace.
No parece haber duda de que las have our enemies offered us
said that he had been helping a womBut we do not want them to offer it an move, adding that his companion
corridas en el camino de Albuquerque- - to
us; we want them to ask it of us. had helped her move several times.
Laa Vegas, que debertande tenerse el
We do not want to submit to their
"Who is she?" questioned the second
4 de julio como uno de los rasgos que
we want to impose ours negro.
atenderán la reunión de Cowboys en conditions;
on them. We "do not want a peace
"Go on and guess."
la ciudad de "Pradera," sea una reali-dadwhich would leave imperial Germany
"I can't guess. What's her Initials?"
with the power to recommence the
"M. D."
En su primer mitin regular la junta war and keep Europe eternally menSilence followed while the possible
de administradores recientemente ele aced."
meaning of tbe initials were pondered.
gida en Doming recibió una petición
Then a laugh.
pidiendo que se haga una elección so- U.
8. Disarming Police In Panama.
"Ah, hah, I know who you moan
bre la cuestión de prohibición y dicha
Panama, C. Z. William K. Price, now. M. D. Movin' day." '
junta ordenó la elección para el 24 de
Then both remembered that months
the American minister, has delivered
junio.
to the Panama government tbe final before they had nicknamed a move
Juan Romero dló un tiro y mató ft demand
whose initials are M. D.
for the surrender of 1,200
Jesús Herrera & quien él consideraba, rifles used by the Panama national is Movin' Day. Indianapolis News.
ó
razón,
su
hija,
de
por sin
el traidor
police. Tbe disarmament of the poPatricia, y volviendo ft su casa, dló lice force has been sought on account
MEAL-TIMCONSCIENCE.
un tiro en la cabeza de su bija, Infli- of riots which resulted lu the deaths
What Do the Children Drink?
giéndole una grave mas quiza no fatal of Americans.
herida.
There are times when mother or
; Se
organizará una compañía da
father feeds the youngsters something
RAID ROUSES RANCHMEN.
that they know children should not
Guardia Nacional en Alamogordo.
Cavalry Guide Takes have. Perhaps it is some rich dessert
Los agricultores de Springer están Langhorne
but more often it is tea or coffee.
News of Latest Invasion to
discutiendo una oferta de una com
It Is better to have some delicious,
Marathon,
pafifa do Chicago para la construcción
hot food drink that you can take your
de una lechería en esa sección, dicha
El Paso. Tex., May 16. Private self and feed to your children, conempreBa debiendo de ser capitalizada messages received Sunday night from
por una compañía cooperativa de agrt Sierra Blanca said reports there were scious that it will help and strengthen, but never hurt them.
cultores.
that a force of Mexicans was march
"I used
A YorkBtate lady says:
Catorce graduados de los varios de- ing on the town. Sierra Blanca Is coffee many years in spite of the con
parlamentos del colegio recibieron sus about 100 miles east of El Paso and viction that it injured my nervous sys
grados de bachillerato y cuatro certifi approximately thirty miles from the tem and produced my nervous head
cados del departamento de educación border.
aches. While visiting a friend I was
en los exámenes de fin de año de la
served with Postum and I determined
Marathon, Tex. Another raid Into to get a package and try it myself.
universidad de Nuevo Mexico en Albuquerque.
American territory by Mexican ban The result was all that could be de
made at McKinley Springs sired a delicious, finely flavored, richPedro Ríos, un empleado de la Chi dits was
sixty-sevemiles south of Mar ly colored beverage. Since I quit cof
no Copper Company en Santa Rita, vi- ranch,
twenty-thre- e
miles north of fee, Postum has worked wonders for
vió más de dos horas después de ha athon and
Marathón-Bme.
ber sido sepultado debajo de algunas Boquillas, along the to H.
quillas
E. Stafaccording
road,
y
"My husband, who had suffered from
rocas,
para
solo
arena
toneladas de
sucumbir 4 sus heridas después de ha ford, an attorney of El Paso. Mr. Staf kidney trouble when drinking coffee,
ford arrived here Sunday from Bo quit the coffee and took up Postum
ber sido desenredado.
quillas, to which place he had accom with me and since drinking Postum ha
Mary
C.
esposa
La Señora
Prince,
panlei Maj. Langhorne Saturday as
del ex gobernador L. B. Prince, en el guide. Mo obtained his information has felt stronger and better, with no
of kidney trouble.
recién congreso de D. A. R. en Wash' from ranchmen in the McKinncy indication
"You may be ture I find it a great
lngton, ofreció una resolución con el Springs district when be was passing
fin de proveer de pensiones las muje- through there en route to Marathon. comfort to have a warm drink at
meals that I can give my children,
res que perdieron sus esposos en la There was no one killed, be said.
a clear conscience that it will
with
matanza de Columbus..
help and not hurt them as coffee or
Hard Fighting in Turkey.
Un incendio, que, se supone fué de
London, May 10. Asiatic Turkey Is tea would."
origen criminal, se declaró en una
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
pane de Las Vegas. Se dice que cierta the only war theater where infantry Creek,
Mich.
great
importance
any
are
of
actions
cantidad de petróleo fué echada en
Postum comes in two forms:
Hue
in
reported.
On
and
France
the
una, cama y encendida.
Postum Cereal the original form-m- ust
Doscientas y treinta demandas de Belgium ' and in the Auatro-Itallabe well boiled. 15c and ZSc pkga.
enconcesiones de tierras en un total de theaters there have bean minor
Instant Postum a soluble powder-disso- lves
On the Russian front,
10,000 acres fueron inscritas en la gagements.
quickly in a cup of hot waoficina federal de tierras en Santa Fé bombardments alone are in progress. ter, and, with cream and sugar, makes
report
repulse
of
Ruusslans
Turks
durante el mes de abril.
30o
. a delicious beverage instantly.
Los agricultores de la sección de with heavy losses northwest of Erze-rum- and 60o tins.
Germans enter British trenches
French en el condado de Colfax, han
Both forms are equally delicious
de manera formal aprobado la emi In PloeIsteert wood, but are ejected. and cost about the. same per cup.
sión de $325,000 de bonos dnl distrito Another Zeppelin has beon brought
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
down off tbe coast of Norway.
de irrigación del valle de Antílope.
old by Grocers.
Wastern Kcxrspapar Union
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f.EFLY TO CERLHI NOTE
OBSERVANCE OF NEW ORDERS
TO PREVENT 8EVERANCE.
Germany Told Safety of Amerlcsn
Lives Cannot Be Made Conditional
on Way England Prosecutes War.
.

TVtstarn Nawapapar 1'nlon

Km

Barrlra.

Washington. Following ia the text
of tho note cabled by Secretary Lansing to Ambassador Gerard at Berlin
with instructions to dollver it to the
German minister of foreign affairs:
The note of tho Imperial German
rovernment under dato of May 4,
has received careful consideration 191.
by
the rovernment of the United States.
It Is especially noted ns Indirutlnir th
purpose of the Imperial
Rovernmeiit a
to the future, that It 'la
prepared to
do Its utmost to confine the operation
v. me war lor me rest or its duration
to the fighting- forces of the belligerents,' and that It la determined to Impose upon all Its commanders at sea
the limitations of the recognized
of International law, upon which rules
the
government of the United States has
Insisted.
"Throughout the months which have
elapsed slnpe the Imperial government
announced, on Feb. 4, 1916, its submarine policy, now happily abandoned,
the Kovernment of tile United matea
hns been constantly Ruined and restrained by motives of friendship In
Its patient efforts to bring- to an amicable settlement the critical questions
rising from that policy.
"Accepting
the Imperial government's declaration of its ahundonmcnt
of the policy which has so seriously
menaced the good relations between
the two countries, the government of
the United States will rely upon a
scrupulous execution henceforth of the
now altered policy of the Imperial government such as will remove the principal danger to an Interruption of the
good relations existing between the
United States and Germany.
"The government of the United
States feels It necessary to state that
It takes It for granted that the Imperial German government does not
Intend to Imply that the maintenance
of Its newly announced policy Is In
any way contingent upon the course
of diplomatic negotiations between the
government of the United States and
any other belltprert.nt government, notwithstanding the fact that certain
of the Imperial government's note
of the 4th Inst., might appear to be
susceptible of that construction.
"In order, however, to avoid any
possible misunderstanding, the government of the United States notifies
the imperial government that It cannot for a moment entertain, much loss
discuss, a suggestion that respect by
the German naval authorities for the
rights of citizens of tho United States
upon the high seas should In any way
or tn the slightest degree be made
contingent upon the conduct of any
other government affecting the rights
Reof neutrals and noncomhatants.
sponsibility In such matters is single,
not Joint; absolute, not relative."
Mr. Lansing's statement made publl3
after the note was on Its way to Berlin, follows:
"The greater part of the German
answer Is devoted to matters which
this government cannot discuss with
The only
the German government.
questions of right which can be disare
cussed with that government
those arising out of Its action or out
f our own and In no event those questions which are the subject of diplomatic exchanges between the United
States and any othsr country.
"The essence of the answer Is that
Germany yields to our representations
with regard to the rights of merchant
ships and noncombatanta on the high
seas, and engages to observe the recognised
rules of International law
governing naval warfare In using her
submarines against merchant ships. So
long as she lives up to this altered
policy we can have no reason to quarrel with her on that score, though thJ
losses resulting from the violation of
American rights by German submarine
commanders operating under the former policy will have to be settled.
"While our differences with Great
Britain cannot form a subject of
with Germany, it should be
stated that In our dealings with the
we are acting as
government
British
we are unquestionably bound to act 11
view of the explicit treaty engage"
ments with 'hat
ornm"i
have treaty obligations as to the man
nsr In which mutters In dispute
the two governments are to be
handled.
"We offered to assume muttfallj
bu
similar obligations with Germany,
th offer was declined. When, however, the subject in dispute Is a continuing menace to American lives it li
dcubtful whether such obligations appas-ag-

ply unless the menace Is removed during the pendency of the proceedings."

6PEER ELECTED

MAYOR
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For Forty Years Lydia E. Pinldiam's
Vegetable Compound Has Been
Woman's Most Reliable Medicine
Here is More Proof.
To women who arc suffering from some form of
woman's special ills, and have a constant fear of breaking,
fjown, the three following letters ought to bring hope:
lPll,inn,lii

Testimony from Oklahoma.

From a Grateful Massachusetts Woman.
Roxbury, Mass. w I was 8ufferinr from inflam-

mation and was examined by a physician who found
that my trouble was caused by a displacement M.r-j-'-.
My B.vmptoms wore bearing down pains, backache,
and sluggish livor. I tried soveral kinds of medicino ; then I wa3 asked to try Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound.
It has cured me and I am
pleased to be in my usual good health by using it
and highly recommend it." Mrs. li. SL Osgood,
1 llaynes Park, lioxbury, Mass.
If vou want special advice write to Lydia
13. Pinkliam .Medicine Co. (confidential)
Lynn, Mass. Tour
letter will be opened, read and answered by u woman and IicM
in strict confidence.
i

rail

Before Hostilities Began.
Jerry I have traced my ancestry'
back to an Irish king.
Pat Sure, that's aisy ! What chanst
has a dead man to defend himself?

Every Woman Wants

HEAL SKIN TROUBLES
That

Itch, Burn and Disfigure by
Using Cutlcura. Trial Free.

The Soap to cleanse and purify, the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Rashes,
eczemas, ptmpleB, dandruff and sore
hands yield to treatment with Cuticura
Soap and Ointment. Relief is Immediate and honlment, in most cases, complete, speedy and permanent.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
The wise man lets the other fellow
do most of the talking.

A Famous

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE,
Dissolred in water for douches tope
peino catarrh, ulceration and hiflam
nation. Recommended by Lydia E
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
ore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Hm extraoidiiiary dcwriiia and amicx)! pnwtr.
Sámela iFím. 50c. all dronb, or PMlrwid ht
.
Bmka, M.
.itimI. TSP,onTMOimnTy,
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Insist an Cutlar's. If uii.ttittUtuMn. ortleji tHtM-THE CUTTER LABORATORY.
Bwatliy, Catllarsf

Physician's

Wonderful Discovery
After s eriea of c.ireful experimenta
nd tenia at the Invalida' Hotel and Surgical Institute. Buffalo, N. Y., covering
many years Dr. Pierce, the medical director of thnt iiowpitul, made announcement
that he could prove that a medicine which
"ANUH1C" was the beat uric
acid aolvent now to be had. Aa a rem-fl(i- y
for those cawily recognized
ymptoms
of inllaimiitition
aa sculiling urine, hack-ach- e
and frequent urination, ns well as
rediment in the urine, or if uric acid in
the blood hau canned rheiunuliom, lumbago, Bciatica, gout, it ia simply wonderful how quickly "Ap-iric- "
acta; cauxing
the pains und stiffness rapidly to disap-

kidneys are deranged the blood is fillid
with poisonous waste matter, which settle in the feet, ankles and wrists; or
under the eyes in
formations.
It is just ns necessary to keep the kidneys acting properly as to keep the bowels active.
The very best possible way to take care
of yourself is to take a glass of hot water
before meals and an "Anuric" tablet. In
this way it is readily dissolved with the
frod, picked up by the blood and himJly
re idles the kidneys, whsre it has a tonic
effect in rebuilding those organs.
Step into the drug store and ask for a
package of "Anuric," or send Dr.
pear.
I'ieree 10c for triol pekg. "Anuric" many
Swollen hnnd. anklea, feet are due to times more potent than lilhia, eliminate
a dropsical condition, often caUH?d bv uric acid as hot water incita sugur, A short
disordered kidneys.
Naturally when the trial will convince Jim. Adv.
bag-lik- e

Naturally.
hear they appointed an Investigatbeen married a short time, went Into ing committee to sift the charges
against Alderman Jones."
Lynn hardware store this week.
"Yes, but all the committee acora-plishe- d
"I need a new mouse trap," she said.
was to throw dust In tbe eyes
"The trap I bought a week ago has a
of the public."
mouse In It." Indianapolis News.
Useless.

A Randolph county woman, who

has

The difference between a compliment and Mattery depends on whether it is handed to you or some other
person. -

"1

Quite So.
"You'd think the hero and the heroine were really In love with each
other, but I'm told they, qu&fre dreadfully off the stage."
"Oh, well, I dare say they make tip

Man is made of dust and Is always
easily."
i"t for more.

Firs Destroys 2,000 Bales of Cotton.
Paris, Tex. Two thousand bales of
cotton were destroyed by fire here.
Winter Wheat Less Than In 1915.
Washington. Almost half a billion
bushels is the winter wheat harvest
forecast for this year by the Depart
ment of Agriculture in its May crop
report This is 155,000,000 bushels
iess than harvested last year, when t
world's record crop was gathered in
the United States, but the crop thU
year is growing on a much smallei
In all
acreage planted last fall.
1,230,000 acres were abandoned, lcav-g for harvest 33,030,000 acres, which
Is 7.433,000 acres less than harvested
fost year

"When I was

I got married and at IS years I

Lawton. Okla. ""When I began-ttake Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegctahle Compound I seemed to ho good for nothing. I tired easily
and had headaches much of tho time and was irregular. I took it again
before mv little child was born and it did mo a wonderful amount of
good at that time. I never fail to recommend Lydia K. l'inkham's
Vegetable Compound to ailing women because it has done so muuh
for me." Mrs. A. L. McCasland, 60j llave St, Lawton, Okla.

BY 8835.

Denver Changes From Commission to
Mayor Form of Government.
Denver. By a decisiva vote, citizens of Denver changed from the
Commission to the Mayor form of
government and elected Robert W
Speer mayor at Tuesday's election.
The total vote for Mr Speer was
80,983.
In all, 22,148 votes were cast
against him. He carried thirteen out
of the sixteen districts in the city
and lost only three. Of all the 193
precincts In the city. In only 4G did
the Speer amendment fail to carry.
The W. W. Booth" ticket was defeatMacey
ed, as was the
amendment. The total vote cast
against the Macey amendment was
45,429, while only 6.514 voters favored tbe adoption of the amendment.
The Booth ticket received 5,950 affirmative votes and 44,254 negative
votes. While the Macey amendment
received the larger number of affirmative votes it on the other hand received a larger number of "no" votes
than the Booth amendment, which
got tbe best of it In the sum total by
deduction of 617 votes. Tho total vote
cast was about 55,000.
Mayor Speer will take office as
soon as the necessary formalities can
be arranged.

North Crandon, Wis.

18 yean
gave birth to
twins and it left me with very Txxr health. I could
not walk across tho floor without having to sit
down to rest and it was hard for me to keep about
and do my work. I went to a doctor and no told
mo I had a displacement and ulcers, and would
have to have an operation. This frightened me so
much that I did not know what to do. Havinz
heard of Lydia E. l'inkham's Vogetahlo Ccmipotmd
I thought I would give it a trial md it made mo ns
well ns ever. I miinnr. sair pimiip-- lu fnvnr f ihn
Pinkham remedies." Mrs. Matmb Asbacii, Kori.li Crandon, Wii.
oM

Buy materials that last
O
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Tell your dealer that

McPllEE

&

McCINNITY, DENVER, COLO.

are wholeaale diatributors of

Certain-tee- d

Producía.

PARLOR

I

I STAR
I

SHOP

BARBER

Felix Jones, prop.
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World Features
now showing
Thursday Nights

Blacksmith,
Spnn? and axel Welding
;Wood Working
i
Horseshoing.

I
I

J
I

5
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Watt due Eloci and Hare

Cellar"

A

PRICES:

Thursday,

15 and 25c

Remember

STORE COMPANY
Vegetables and
PROMPT Deliveries

Groceries.

Store North of S. P. Tracks

3

g

TIL.. n

H. S. G1LLUM, ritofRiE-ni-

Agency Fur American
EL PASO. TKX
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FOR-
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the palmyra palm, which
throughout tropical India.

BALL GAME SUNDAY

n

LOCATION

The Lordsburg Dairy

We sell so many of these
famously good chocolates that
w can always supply any of the

"SANITATION

FIRST"
Now at Sheakspeare Camo
Promp Deliveries to Lordsburg

Johnston popular tuortments.
And always Fresh

THE MINT CLUB

.

J

HARRY FARRIOR

and 85 Mine.

ALLEN & LINES, Prop.

GOAT RANCH FOR
Must sell at once: 650 head of
fine angora goats.
24 head of
horses. Ranch with two fine wells
20 feet to water; good ranch house.
Corrals, etc. One of the best paying goat ranches in the Southwest.
Within 18 mile of Lordsburg. Fine
range; not overstocked.
Cash or
terms to right party. See Faris
V. Bush, Lordsburg, N. M.

g
Sanitation
Purposes;

8
$

:

F. MORAN & CO.

L0EDBB JEO, NEW MEXICO
FOR SALE

.J
ÍJ

gBRICK

.

LIME.

L. B. JONES, Agent

Comes up to the scratch

ft

thing Electrical.

the fric

It is a clothes rub for the washer

MmI

woman on Monday.

The horse's excuse for smashing the
"I was driven to it."

buggy

CE

The sportsman may lead an idle
existence, but his career is not an
aimless one.

JIMMIE'S
fAUTO SERVICE

I

JIMMIE HUGHES

Any Place

DayorNight

I

T
(

Toorino

Car

Reasonable

Beginning with this issue the
Libesal will nublish phcU weet in
this position, one of the smaller
ads being run throughout the pa- per. ine ads are taken from ranWhile baby' Alice was learning to
dom and all will be brought into form sentences her mother planned a
attention in this space.
trip with he on the cars and spoke of
taking a sleeper.
No, no, mamma,"
said Alice, "not a sleeper; let's go in

$100 Reward, $100

a waker.'.'

i

CYNICISMS

.

women, particularly those widowed,- - are often INEXPEItlJ
iVS ENCED in financial matters. This bank willingly offers AIM
VICE to assist women to SAFEGUARD their FUNDS. Oar
in money affairs may be of aid to Y0TJ, madam. Our in
stitution offers the very BEST and SAFEST PROTECTION for thost
who walk the road of life with eyes that see not the PITFALLS for th)1

TTANY

T

Any fisherman will' tell you it's the
early worm that gets the hook.
,
Many a girl has lost her beau by
having tod many strings to htm.

inancial unwary.

WE PROTECT WOMEN AND CHILDREN! ii

Success Is merely a matter of buying experience and stalling it at

profit.

Summer Fares
To the Coast
FROM LORDSBURG

If aJ men should be placed on an
equal footing today. It wouldn't be
long before one-hawas pulling the
other half's leg.
lf

HINTS TO PARENTS
TO

1

San Franciso

r-- Y

"85" Heat Market
H. L. SWINK, Owner
froniDI

FEESH MEATS
made In Lordsburg

Uellrerln

CASTOR I A
For Infanta and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

Always bears
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Open A Savings Account Now
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First National Bank
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I
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Saddlery

s

NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

Even a big sister can lose her.
I charms when she tries to take
mother's job.

$50.00

San Diego
x

LECTRICITY

E

Mrs. Wempsel
Our Bessie Is the
brightest little clMld you ever saw.
he picks up evwythlng she hears."
Mrs. Popinjay
'Something like our
Willie.
He picks up everything he
sees."

M.

i vV'j.

R----

Guest (suspiciously eying the flattened pillow and the rumpled sheets)
"Look here, landlord, this bed has
been slept in!" Landlord (triumphantly) "That's whrrt it's for!"

Constable

A PUNCH

Rates

OOOOC

W ATE

Company

You would naturally expct that
post office clerks would be greatly
stuck up they handle so' many
Etamps during the day.

at

WWWW WW WW WW WW f

Power

-

The professor of penmanshdp cannot do a flourishing business when he
drops his pen and uses a typewriter.

:

Oralufl

SERVE THE
AT ALL TIMES

TO
PUBLIC

READY

A woman can Inherit money and retain her common serafie, but marrying it unually makes a fool of her.

I

Applian-cé- s.

Lamps. Every-

lenru

Steins, N.

Supplies

Electrical

"

tion match.

The reder of ttil nuner will be pleancd to
that there U at feuitl one
disease
El Paso Ice Cream and Cold tout arlenee linn i been able to dreaded
cure In all lia
""
II II catnrrli Cure
laiarrn.
i.ljr
Drinks
la
the
txiaitlve
cure
now
Lnown ta the nied- Mrs. Stevens' Ice leai iralernlty.
a conatltiitlonnl
Cutarra
Cream Parlor.
a constitutional
V.
' "'lloren
treatment.
Hail a Cutiirrh Cnro la tullen tnti rnnllr. acting
e'lreetly unun the liltunl an, I mumn
.n,r..d.
High
class tailoring, cleaning, press the Bjstem, thereby deatroylnic Hie fmindatlnn
8 .
ing and altering. Ladies and Gentle-men- s i'i me
intense, auu (riving t lie luitlent si reilKth
building tin the constitution bihI
Ú
muliti... ....
suits made at home from $18.00 hr
ture In dolnic Its Work. The tinuietora haTft
to $40.00.
See M. P. Farrer, the ao much fiilth In It euratlrn fNtwera that they
offer One Hundred Dollars for anr enae that It
tj tailor.-4- .
aii iu eure. oiiiu lor l.BC or letftlUlullluIK.
Addreaa P. J. CHENEY
8 ' FOR SALE OR
CO., Toledo, O.
TRADE RegisSold by all Dnirclsta. 75e.
tered mammoth jack. W. W. Car-Io- n, Take Ball' Famll Pilla for conatlpatloo.

Ilk: Per Pound!
8 E.
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for
wiring Your Home

grows

SPARKLETS

SMALL ADS WITH

SALE

LIME

AI.I.I-N- ,

All

Rolling- a camera film between thn
hands to tighten It nfter
sometimes generates enough electricity to spoil it.

In Justice Court before C. W. Marsiilis. Justice
ui ine
wuiiin mm lor me County of Grant
ano Male 01 incw Mexico.
C. C. TRKADWAV, Plaintiff.
.
-- VS.
J Notice of
AVU-IK A DING COMPANY INC..
Attiich- IHfeiulant.
nicllt.
FI RST NATIONAL BANK. Garnishee ;
Stae of New Mexico, County of Grant, ss.
To Auto Trading-- Comiitiuy. Inc.
You are hereby notified that a writ of attach
mem uní oeen issueu aKaiust you and your
limine in uie numis ol me I'irst National Hank.
fuuteneo io secure me neníanos ol C.C Trend way
ainouuliiiK to SluO.On. Now unless voti sh.ill an
liefore C. W. Marsalis. n justice of the peace
in nml for said Counfand Slate, at his office in
I.ordsburir. Grant County. N. M on or before
juney, a. I), llb. at lOo clcKlc in the forenoon
Juiliremeiit will lie rendered axainst yon and the
sum i.armsliee and yonr money and effects np
plied to nay said demands, as provided by law.
Dated this 18th day of Muy. 1916.
OSCAR

FEOPBIETOH

8

c

Any Place Any Time

home today from Silver City ac vate tan leather.
companied by his daughter Miss
Building stone made In Germany
Mary who spent the first of the
from blast furnace slae and lims
county
week at the
seat.
grows harder as it ages.
Jersey Milch
FOR SALE
There are said to be 800 uses for
Cow. $100. W. F. Ritter.

The Lordsburg Peppers and the
85 Mine Diggers will be matched
Report to
up for nine rounds Sunday afternoon at the local grounds. Let ev
ery fan be present. The game promSILVER CITY NEW MEXICO ises to be the best of any so far
this season. Come and ROOT!
By Order of
Show the boys you appreciate their
first Lieutenant C. W. MCSHERRY efforts. Your presence will do it.

if

ni

These are the kind you see
advertised in
the Saturday Eveninq Post
and are What Sho Wants!
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DELIVERED

Olive oil. well rubbed In. followed
pollBhlng with velvet, will reno

iTiTinr-u f. M r.
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Sheriff II. J. McGrath arrived by a

Recruiting Station

CANDIES"
mm crmr ta
uun o tunc
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language Is spoken by
Charles Marriner the well Just about 10 per
cent of the world's
known mining man from Califor Inhabitants.
nia arrived here today to investí
gate several local properties.
A recently patented steam cooker
Mr. Marriner is one of the best can be used In connection with a rent.
known mine developers in the dence radiator.
west.

With Commny II. N.M.N.G.
Leave Friday for the Border
All Americans
Service in Mexico Assured
Company now 30 strong

ni

1

MMUMU 111,Will

8

Recrm s

-

Phone No. 6 - 2 Rings

8ÍT 1

1,1

The English

FH XNOIsrO n.WiEI.A
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Fresh Meats,

THE TIMES

PRICES TO SUIT

The entire conulallon of RwHznr.
C. A. Arnoladt, bookkeeper at
the 85 mine, left Tuesday for El land could be housed In the residences
In Itondon.
i'aso.

SURPRISE GROCERY

Coaa-t- r

xl

Walks, Stacco and Plaster Work

it requires a knife to cut

Kerosene and whiting form an excellent polish for sliver, sinks and
bath tubs.

v

NIGHT

Ln-érc-

acto í 3

'l

All Kinds of Brick Work, Cement

The operators of the Nellie
claims near the Bonnev continue
A Pennsylvania scientist Is trying
to take out high grade ore and will to raise Australian eucalyptus
trees In
oon ship another $2,000 car.
that state.

THE GIRL AND THE GAME
AND TWO OTHER BEELS

TUESDAY

so strong
them.

ser of Steeplerock were business
.visitors here Monday and Tuesday

the Price, 5 and 10c

EVERY

0--

Some Javanese spiders make webs

ci

George Kalar and Fred Oberhol- -

For Our Regular Show

OF R. R. TRACK

NORTH

Clifton-Moren-

ht

F. Moran & Co.
Lordsburg, New Mexico

New York leads the states and
Michigan ranks second In salt produf
Hon.

The Arizona Corporation Com
mission was here the first of the
week en route to

Entertainment

.

Band dunes of the Sahara desert
move about flftr feet a year.

Senator A. A. Worlsley of Tuü
here Tuesday en route to
curton on legal business.

flon waa

Plenty of Fun, Thrills

and

Turning

a lump of camphor In a
for the Pacific coast, where they room will elear
It of Insects.
win apena a month for the benefit of Mrs Briel's health. They
Spain devotas more than 3,600,000
win remain at Ucean fark.
seres of land to olive culture.

Program
Friday and Saturday Nights

Whecl-wrig-

SOME POSTSCRIPTS

Mr. and Mrs.' D. W. Uriel and
Hon Robert left Wednesday noon

Biff Universal

Hi

L

R.

THEATRE

AfiKNCY

Nrxt door to l'rntoflloe
KKWMKXICoT
LOUDSHi

OBSERVATIONS

LOCAL & PERSONAL

Strictly Hand Made SaddlesRepairing Done
Saddles Made To OrderWork Guaranteed

-

There should be otly one boss
Tira nna iin'lflr- stands the Job better than mothe"

f

In the family, and

ONE

OF STAR THEATEE

LORDSBURG-- NEW MEXÍOO
;

aa

35.00

D00S EAST

aaP aaV
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M'CLARYGRAMS
column i on sale
Return
limit November "JO.
btopovers allowed at all points.

i"i
daily.

Fares in Columns 2 on sale Fridays
and Saturdays only.
Limit 15 days.

;

I
,

What the world needs Is seme, and
what It has banded to It is .mostly
sensibilities.

SEE AGENTS

Southern Pacific,

Ico Crcain.

' One error
covereth a multitude of
good and perfectly correct wor.ks.

To have

a

Monday mornlni feellnj
Is bad enough; why let It sfay with
you all week?

j

When you talk about doitn some.
one .good, your moaning defends entirely upon your inflection f voice.

65o PER QUAET
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AHY FLAVOS

Furnished for

parties, etc.
0B SALE AT

2vtra.t

CI-clT- o

PHONE 42
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